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Abstract

The detection and characterization of young planetary systems offer a direct path to study the processes that shape
planet evolution. We report on the discovery of a sub-Neptune-sized planet orbiting the young star HD 110082
(TOI-1098). Transit events we initially detected during TESS Cycle 1 are validated with time-series photometry
from Spitzer. High-contrast imaging and high-resolution, optical spectra are also obtained to characterize the stellar
host and confirm the planetary nature of the transits. The host star is a late-F dwarf (Må= 1.2Me) with a low-mass,
M dwarf binary companion (Må= 0.26Me) separated by nearly one arcminute (∼6200 au). Based on its rapid
rotation and Lithium absorption, HD 110082 is young, but is not a member of any known group of young stars
(despite proximity to the Octans association). To measure the age of the system, we search for coeval, phase-space
neighbors and compile a sample of candidate siblings to compare with the empirical sequences of young clusters
and to apply quantitative age-dating techniques. In doing so, we find that HD 110082 resides in a new young stellar
association we designate MELANGE-1, with an age of -

+250 70
50 Myr. Jointly modeling the TESS and Spitzer light

curves, we measure a planetary orbital period of 10.1827 days and radius of Rp= 3.2± 0.1R⊕. HD 110082 b’s
radius falls in the largest 12% of field-age systems with similar host-star mass and orbital period. This finding
supports previous studies indicating that young planets have larger radii than their field-age counterparts.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Exoplanet astronomy (486); Exoplanets (498); Mini Neptunes (1063);
Stellar astronomy (1583); Wide binary stars (1801); Moving clusters (1076); Stellar ages (1581); Transits (1711)

1. Introduction

The demographics of short-period transiting planets have
been well-studied using data from the Kepler mission (Howard
et al. 2012; Dressing & Charbonneau 2015; Fulton et al. 2017).
Overwhelmingly dominated by field stars (τ> 1 Gyr), they
reflect the outcome of the evolutionary processes that define the
planetary characteristics and architectures in which these
systems will spend the majority of their lives. The demo-
graphics of these planets provide hints as to which processes may
have dominated (e.g., Lopez & Fortney 2013; Owen & Wu 2017;

Fulton & Petigura 2018), but are ultimately limited in answering,
how these planets arrived in their current state.
From their formation, planets have the potential to migrate,

either by disk interactions (Lubow & Ida 2010; Kley & Nelson
2012) or planet–planet interactions (Fabrycky & Tremaine
2007; Chatterjee et al. 2008), thermally contract (e.g., Fortney
et al. 2011), and/or experience atmospheric losses (Lammer
et al. 2003; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Ginzburg et al. 2018), all
on timescales where there are few observational constraints.
With many of these processes theorized to operate on similar
timescales, the most direct way to assess their relative impact is
to find and characterize young planets as they pass through
these evolutionary phases.
The discovery of young (τ 700 Myr), transiting exoplanets

was thrust forward with the re-purposed Kepler K2 mission.
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Pointed campaigns monitoring young open clusters and
associations in the ecliptic plane found planets in the Hyades
(Mann et al. 2016a, 2018; Livingston et al. 2018), Praesepe
(Obermeier et al. 2016; Mann et al. 2017; Pepper et al. 2017;
Rizzuto et al. 2018; Livingston et al. 2019), Upper Sco (David
et al. 2016; Mann et al. 2016b), and Taurus (David et al. 2019),
as well as planet hosts associated with less-well-studied groups
(David et al. 2018a, 2018b). In aggregate, these young planets
have larger radii than their field-age counterparts (e.g., Berger
et al. 2018; Mann et al. 2018; Rizzuto et al. 2018, and other
works cited above), suggesting ongoing radial evolution (e.g.,
contraction, atmospheric loss) throughout the first several
hundred million years.

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS; Ricker
et al. 2015) offers the opportunity to expand the K2 population
on two fronts. First, the K2 sample is comprised primarily of
two ages, ∼10 and ∼700Myr. As TESS surveys the northern
and southern ecliptic hemispheres, it monitors the members of
many young moving groups that bridge the current age gap
(e.g., Gagné et al. 2018). Second, many of these groups are
closer and therefore brighter than the K2 clusters/association,
which will enable extensive follow-up observations. Measure-
ments of planetary mass and atmospheric properties in
particular will provide the best leverage for constraining
evolutionary processes.

This potential motivates the TESS Hunt for Young and
Maturing Exoplanets (THYME) collaboration, which has
reported on planets in Upper Sco (∼20Myr; Rizzuto et al.
2020), the Tuc-Hor association (∼40Myr; Newton et al. 2019;
reported independently by Benatti et al. 2019), the Ursa Major
moving group (∼400Myr; Mann et al. 2020), and the Pisces-
Eridanus stream (∼120Myr; Newton et al. 2021). Our work
complements those of others, such as the discovery of the AU
Mic planetary system (∼20Myr; Plavchan et al. 2020), and the
discoveries from CDIPS (Bouma et al. 2019, 2020) and
PATHOS (Nardiello et al. 2019, 2020) collaborations.

In this paper we report on a sub-Neptune-sized planet
transiting the young field star HD 110082 (TOI-1098, Table 1).
The transit discovery is made with TESS light curves
(identified by the Science Processing Operations Center,
SPOC, pipeline; Jenkins 2015; Jenkins et al. 2016) and
confirmed with follow-up transit observations from the Spitzer
Space Telescope. Although previously indicated as a likely
member of the ∼40Myr Octans moving group (Murphy &
Lawson 2015), our characterization of the stellar host (and its
wide binary companion) reveals it to be more evolved, though
still generally young. Without membership to a well-studied
association that would supply precise stellar parameters (e.g.,
age, metallicity), we develop a scheme to find and characterize
coeval, phase-space neighbors (“siblings”), which enables a
more precise and robust age measurement than would be
possible for a lone field star. Given that many stars in the solar
neighborhood exhibit signatures of youth with no apparent
association membership (e.g., Bowler et al. 2019), this
approach provides useful age priors for young, unassociated
planet hosts, allowing the systems to be used to benchmark
planet evolution theory.

The paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we describe
the TESS discovery light curve, follow-up observations, and
their reduction. Section 3 presents the characterization of the
host star and its wide binary companion. In Section 4 we
describe our scheme for finding coeval neighbors to HD

110082 and how they are used to constrain the age of the
system. In Section 5 we jointly model the TESS and Spitzer
light curves to measure the planet parameters, address false-
positive scenarios, and place limits on additional planets in the
system. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our results and
place HD 110082 b in context with other young exoplanets.

Table 1
Stellar Properties of HD 110082

Parameter Value Source

Identifiers
HD 110082 Cannon & Pickering

(1920)
2MASS J12502212-8807158 2MASS
Gaia DR2 5765748511163751936 Gaia DR2
TIC 383390264 Stassun et al. (2018)
TOI 1098

Astrometry
α R.A. (J2000) 12:50:22.020 Gaia DR2
δ Decl. (J2000) −88:07:15.72 Gaia DR2
μα (mas yr−1) −18.7758 ± 0.0394 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −18.0863 ± 0.0394 Gaia DR2
π (mas) 9.48625 ± 0.02391 Gaia DR2

Photometry
B (mag) 9.755 ± 0.036 Tycho-2
V (mag) 9.23 ± 0.03 Tycho-2
GBP (mag) 9.39966 ± 0.002275 Gaia DR2
G (mag) 9.11523 ± 0.00034 Gaia DR2
GRP (mag) 8.72138 ± 0.002098 Gaia DR2
TESS (mag) 8.758 ± 0.006 TIC
J (mag) 8.272 ± 0.039 2MASS
H (mag) 8.014 ± 0.049 2MASS
Ks (mag) 8.002 ± 0.031 2MASS
IRAC 4.5 μm (mag) 8.07 ± 0.01 This Work
W1 (mag) 7.965 ± 0.025 WISE
W2 (mag) 7.986 ± 0.021 WISE
W3 (mag) 7.983 ± 0.019 WISE
W4 (mag) 7.851 ± 0.135 WISE

Kinematics and positions
RV (km s−1) 3.63 ± 0.06 This Work
U (km s−1) −8.13 ± 0.06 This Work
V (km s−1) −4.58 ± 0.08 This Work
W (km s−1) −9.74 ± 0.05 This Work
X (pc) 51.66 ± 0.13 This Work
Y (pc) −79.79 ± 0.20 This Work
Z (pc) −44.83 ± 0.11 This Work
Distance (pc) 105.10 ± 0.27 Bailer-Jones et al. (2018)

Physical parameters
Prot (days) 2.34 ± 0.07 This Work
v isin (km s−1) 25.3 ± 0.3 This Work
FBol (erg s−1 cm−2) 5.56 ± 0.28 × 10−9 This Work
Teff (K) 6200 ± 100 This Work
Må (Me) 1.21 ± 0.06 This Work
Rå (Re) 1.19 ± 0.06 This Work
Lå (Le) 1.91 ± 0.04 This Work
ρå (ρe) 0.7 ± 0.1 This Work
Spectral Type F8V ± 1 This Work
Li I EW (Å) 0.09 ± 0.02 This Work
log g 4.2 ± 0.3 This Work
[Fe/H] 0.08 ± 0.05 This Work
[Mg/Fe] −0.17 ± 0.02 This Work
A(Li) (dex) 3.08 ± 0.044 This Work
Age (Myr) -

+250 70
50 This Work
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2. Observations and Data Reduction

2.1. Photometry

2.1.1. TESS

The TESS primary mission surveyed the northern and
southern ecliptic hemispheres in 26 sectors, each covering
24°× 96° of sky with near-continuous photometric coverage
over 27 days. Near the ecliptic poles, the footprints of
individual sectors overlap providing extended temporal cover-
age. HD 110082 was observed by TESS with 2 minute cadence
as part of the candidate target list—a pre-selected target list
prioritized for the detection and confirmation of small planets
(Stassun et al. 2018). Observations took place in Sectors 12 and
13 (2019 May 24 through July 17). During the TESS extended
mission, HD 110082 was observed again in Cycle 3, Sector 27
(2020 July 5 through July 29).

Raw TESS data are processed by the SPOC pipeline
(Jenkins 2015; Jenkins et al. 2016), which performs pixel
calibration, light-curve extraction, deblending from nearby
stars, and removal of common-mode systematic errors. We use
the presearch data conditioning simple aperture photometry
(PDCSAP) light curve (Smith et al. 2012; Stumpe et al.
2012, 2014). The flux-normalized light curves are presented in
Figure 1. Three large gaps are present in the top panel: two data
down-links near the middle of Sectors 12 and 13, and during

the transition between Sectors 12 and 13. The bottom panel
presents Sector 27 with its own data downlink gap.
The SPOC Transiting Planet Search (TPS; Jenkins 2002;

Jenkins et al. 2010) pipeline searches for “threshold crossing
events” (TCEs) in the PDCSAP light curve after applying a
noise-compensating matched filter to account for stellar
variability and residual observation noise. TCEs with a
∼10.18 day period were detected independently in the SPOC
transit search of the Sector 13 light curve and the combined
light curves from Sectors 12–13. HD 110082 was alerted as a
TESS object of interest (TOI), TOI-1098, in 2019 September
(Guerrero 2021).

2.1.2. Spitzer

Due to possible membership to the Octans moving group, its
rapid rotation period, and high-confidence transit detection
from TESS, we obtained follow-up observations with the
Spitzer Space Telescope to monitor two transits of HD
110082b. These observations occurred on 2019 November 25
and December 5 as part of our time-of-opportunity program
dedicated to young planet-host follow-up (Program ID 14011,
PI: Newton). Transit detections at infrared wavelengths are less
affected by stellar variability and limb-darkening, while also
providing refined ephemerides and the opportunity to search for
transit-timing variations (TTVs).

Figure 1. TESS light curve of HD 110082. Sectors 12 and 13 are presented in the top panel, with Sector 27 in the bottom panel. Flux-normalized, 2 minute cadence
flux measurements are presented as blue points. A Gaussian-process model for the stellar variability is presented in orange (see Section 3.2). Transits are labeled with
vertical ticks along the x-axes.
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Our observation strategy followed Ingalls et al. (2012, 2016),
placing HD 110082 on the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC;
Fazio et al. 2004) Channel 2 (4.5 μm) “sweet spot,” using the
“peak-up” pointing mode to limit pointing drift. Based on the
source’s brightness, we used the 32× 32 pixel sub-array with
0.4 s exposure times. The observing sequence consisted of a
30 minute settling dither, an 8.5 hr stare covering the transit
with ∼5.5 hr of out-of-transit baseline coverage, followed by a
10 minute post-stare dither.

We process the Spitzer images of HD 110082 to produce
light curves using the Photometry for Orbits, Eccentricities, and
Transits (POET;20 Campo et al. 2011; Stevenson et al. 2012)
pipeline. We first flag and mask bad pixels and calculate
Barycentric Julian Dates (BJDs) for each frame. The centroid
position of the star in each image is then estimated by fitting a
2D, elliptical Gaussian to the point-spread function (PSF) in a
15 pixel square centered on the target position (Stevenson et al.
2010). Raw photometry is produced using simple aperture
photometry with apertures of 3.0, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75, and 4.0 pixel
diameters, each with a sky annulus of 9–15 pixels. Upon
inspection of the resulting raw light curves, we see no
significant difference based on the choice of aperture size,
and so the 3.5 pixel aperture is used for the rest of the analysis.

Spitzer detectors have significant intra-pixel sensitivity
variations that can produce time-dependent variability in the
photometry of a target star as the centroid position of the star
moves on the detector (Ingalls et al. 2012). To correct for this
source of potential systematics, we apply the BiLinearly
Interpolated Subpixel Sensitivity (BLISS) mapping technique
of Stevenson et al. (2012), which is provided as an optional part
of the POET pipeline. BLISS fits a model to the transit of an
exoplanet that consists of a series of time-dependent functions,
including a ramp and a transit model, and a spatially dependent
model that maps sensitivity to centroid position on the detector.
There are several choices of ramp models that can be used to
model the out-of-transit variability, and usually a linear or
quadratic is used for IRAC Channel 2. We find that the
quadratic ramp model fit both transits of HD 110082 b well,
with red noise within the expected bounds. This model does not
include stellar variability, but given the low amplitude expected
in the IR and the short observation time, any stellar variability
present appears to fit well with the quadratic ramp. We model
the planet transit as a symmetric eclipse without limb-
darkening (expected to be minimal at this wavelength), as the
purpose of this model is to remove time-dependent systematics
and leave a spatially dependent sensitivity map. The time-
dependent component of the model consists of the mid-transit
time (T0), the transit duration (t14) and ingress and egress times
(t12/34) in units of the orbital phase, planet-to-star-radius ratio
(RP/Rå), system flux, a quadratic (r2) and linear (r1) ramp
coefficient, a constant ramp term (r0; fixed to unity), and a ramp
x offset in orbital phase (f). These parameters are explored
with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process, using
four walkers with 100,000 steps and a burn in region of 50,000
steps. At each step, the BLISS map is computed after
subtraction of the time-dependent model components.

Table 2 lists the best-fit parameters for each of the two
transits of HD 110082 observed with Spitzer. Figure 2 shows
the intra-pixel sensitivity BLISS map, the Spitzer light curve of
HD 110082 b with the best-fit BLISS model, and light-curve

residuals. We find that the center of the transit in the Spitzer
data agrees with the expected position based on our model of
the TESS light curve (see Section 5). We then subtract the
spatial component of the BLISS model, namely the subpixel
sensitivity map, yielding a light curve corrected for positional
systematics, which we use in a combined transit fit with the
TESS light curve (Section 5).

2.1.3. Las Cumbres Observatory—SAAO 1.0 m

On 2020 May 16, HD 110082 was observed for ∼7 hr from
the Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope (LCOGT;
Brown et al. 2013) 1.0 m network node at the Southern African
Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) in Sutherland, South
Africa. The observation centered temporally on an HD
110082 b transit, obtaining Sloan ¢i -band imaging using the
4096× 4096 pixel Sinistro CCD imager (0 39 pixel−1). In
total, 176 images were obtained, each with 110 s exposure
times and 32 s inter-exposure times. The images were
calibrated with the standard LCO BANZAI pipeline (McCully
et al. 2018), and photometric data were extracted with
AstroImageJ (Collins et al. 2017). The long exposures
saturated HD 110082 on the Sinistro detector, but allowed for
photometry of the fainter neighboring stars to search for nearby
eclipsing binaries (NEBS) that could be the source of the TESS
detection. The TESS photometric apertures generally extend to
~ ¢1 from the target star. To account for possible contamination
from the wings of neighboring star PSFs, we searched for
NEBs from the inner edge of the saturated profile (∼ 2 5) out
to ¢2.5 from the target star. If fully blended in the TESS
aperture, a neighboring star that is fainter than the target star by
7.9 magnitudes in the TESS-band could produce the SPOC-
reported flux deficit at mid-transit (assuming a 100% eclipse).
To account for possible delta-magnitude differences between
the TESS-band and Sloan ¢i -band, we included an extra 0.5
magnitudes fainter (down to TESS-band magnitude 17.2). Our
search ruled out NEBs in all 15 neighboring stars that meet our
search criteria by verifying that the 10 minute binned rms of
each star’s light curve is at least a factor of five times smaller
than the eclipse depth required in the star to produce the TESS
detection. We also visually inspect each light curve to ensure
that there is no obvious eclipse event. By process of
elimination, we conclude that the transit is indeed occurring
on HD 110082, or a star so close to HD 110082 that it was not
detected by Gaia DR2.

Table 2
Spitzer IRAC Channel 2 BLISS Model Fit Parameters for HD 110082 b

Parameter HD 110082 b Tr. 1 HD 110082 b Tr. 2

T0 (BJD) -
+2458813.19396 0.00100

0.00168
-
+2458823.3808 0.0018

0.0018

t14 (phase) -
+0.01263 0.00041

0.00066
-
+0.01288 0.00052

0.00068

RP/Rå -
+0.0257 0.0018

0.0016
-
+0.0278 0.0014

0.0013

t12/34 (phase) -
+0.00054 0.00031

0.00082
-
+0.00168 0.00046

0.00082

System Flux (μJy) -
+105495 444

114
-
+105660 262

109

r2 -0.49-
+

0.57
0.50 −3.59-

+
0.42
0.43

r1 -
+0.042 0.040

0.081
-
+0.138 0.071

0.095

r0 1.0 1.0
f -

+0.940 0.052
0.041

-
+0.985 0.013

0.010

TESS T0
a (BJD) -

+2458813.202 0.013
0.017

-
+2458823.385 0.013

0.018

Note.
a From the transit fit to only the TESS mission light curve.

20 https://github.com/kevin218/POET
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2.2. High-contrast Imaging

HD 110082 was observed with the Gemini South speckle
imager, Zorro (Matson et al. 2019), on 2020 January 14. Zorro
provides simultaneous two-color, diffraction-limited imaging,
reaching angular resolutions down to ∼0 02. Observations of
HD 110082 were obtained with the standard speckle imaging
mode in the narrowband 5620Å and 8320Å filters. These data
were observed by the ‘Alopeke-Zorro visiting instrument team
and reduced with their standard pipeline (e.g., Howell et al.
2011).

Figure 3 presents the contrast curve for each filter where no
additional sources are detected within the sensitivity limits. For
an assumed age of τ= 300Myr at D= 105 pc, the evolutionary
models of Baraffe et al. (2015) indicate corresponding physical
limits: equal-mass companions at ρ∼ 2.6 au;M∼ 0.62Me at
ρ∼ 10.5 au;M∼ 0.51Me at ρ∼ 21 au;M∼ 0.30Me at ρ∼ 42 au;
and M∼ 0.20Me at ρ> 105 au.

2.3. Spectroscopy

2.3.1. SMARTS—CHIRON

Five reconnaissance spectra of HD 110082 were obtained
with the CHIRON spectrograph (Tokovinin et al. 2013) on the
Small and Moderate Aperture Research Telescope System

(SMARTS) 1.5 m telescope located at the Cerro Tololo Inter-
American Observatory (CTIO), Chile. Observations were
obtained with 5 minute integrations between 2019 December

Figure 2. Top: BLISS maps of the relative subpixel sensitivity for each transit of HD 110082 b observed with Spitzer. Bottom: Spitzer IRAC Channel 2 data of two
transit of HD 110082 b. Black circles are the raw Spitzer data binned to 300 s, and the red line is the best-fit BLISS model consisting of a quadratic ramp, transit, and
subpixel sensitivity map binned to the same time steps. The purple section shows the model without the transit included. We also show the residuals after subtraction
of the best-fit model, where blue points are the unbinned Spitzer residuals.

Figure 3. Detection limits for companions to HD 110082 from the Zorro speckle
imager. Results for the narrowband 5620 Å and 8320 Å filters are shown in blue and
red, respectively. The inset shows the narrowband 8320 Å, reconstructed image.
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5 and 2020 February 1. The CHIRON spectrograph, operated
by the SMARTS Consortium, is a fiber-fed, cross-dispersed
echelle spectrometer that achieves a spectral resolution of
R∼ 80,000, in the image-slicer mode, with a wavelength range
covering 4100–8700Å. Spectra are reduced with the standard
data reduction pipeline, with wavelength calibration from Th–
Ar calibration frames before and after each observation. The
BJDs of our observations are provided in Table 3.

Due to the short exposure times and the high airmass of our
observations (owning to HD 110082ʼs very low decl.), each
epoch provides a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 15 (assessed
near ∼6600Å). This S/N is sufficient for radial velocity (RV)
and v isin determinations (Section 3.3), but is too low to derive
the stellar metallicity from a single epoch. As such, we
combine the CHIRON spectra after correcting for heliocentric
and systemic velocities, weighted by their pre-blaze-corrected
flux. The combined spectrum has an S/N ∼25, which is
sufficient to determine the metallicity as described in
Section 3.1.2.

2.3.2. SOAR—Goodman

On the nights of 2020 October 25 and 26 (UT), we observed
seven stars in the neighborhood of HD 110082 (see Section 4.2
and the Appendix) with the Goodman High-Throughput
Spectrograph (Clemens et al. 2004) on the Southern Astro-
physical Research (SOAR) 4.1 m telescope atop Cerro Pachón,
Chile. The objective of these observations was to measure the
Li I equivalent width (EW) of stars kinematically associated
with HD 110082 (see Section 4.3.2 and Appendix A.2). For
this, we used the red camera, the 1200 l/mm grating, the M5
setup, and a 0 46 slit rotated to the parallactic angle, which
provides a resolution of R; 5000 spanning 6350–7500Å
(covering both Li and Hα). For each target, we took five
spectra with exposure times varying from 10 s to 300 s each. To
correct for a slow drift in the wavelength solution of Goodman,
we took Ne arcs throughout the night in addition to standard
calibration data during the daytime.

We perform bias subtraction, flat-fielding, and optimal
extraction of the target spectrum, and map pixels to
wavelengths using a fifth-order polynomial derived from the
nearest Ne arc set. We stacked the five extracted spectra using a
robust weighted mean. The stacked spectrum had peak S/
N> 100 for all targets. We placed each star in their rest
wavelength using RV standards taken with the same setup.

2.3.3. Las Cumbres Observatory—NRES

The LCO Network of Robotic Echelle Spectrographs
(NRES; Siverd et al. 2018) was used to obtain a high-
resolution (R∼ 53,000), optical spectrum (3800–8600Å) of a
candidate co-moving companion to HD 110082, Gaia DR2
6348657448190304512 (see Section 4.2). This spectrum is
used to measure the source RV to assess its kinematic similarity
to HD 110082. All data are reduced and wavelength calibrated
using the standard LCO pipeline.21 Only one source was
observed with NRES due to the very low decl. of HD 110082
and its neighbors, which proved difficult to acquire with NRES.

2.4. Literature Photometry

To aid in our characterization of HD 110082ʼs stellar
properties, we compile photometry from the literature, which
we provide in Table 1. Our analysis also includes photometry
from the SkyMapper survey (Wolf et al. 2018), which we
exclude from Table 1 for brevity.

2.5. Gaia Astrometry and Limits on Close Neighbors from
Gaia DR2

We use astrometry from Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2016, 2018) to determine the space motion, and thereby, the
potential membership of HD 110082 to known young moving
groups and associations. The position and proper motion, and
the parallax distance derived by Bailer-Jones et al. (2018), are
presented in Table 1. We used these values and our RV
(Section 3.3) to compute the UVW space velocity (e.g.,
Johnson & Soderblom 1987).
Our null detection for close companions from speckle

interferometry (Section 2.2) is consistent with the limits set by
the lack of Gaia excess noise, as indicated by the renormalized
unit weight error (RUWE; Lindegren et al. 2018).22 HD 110082
has RUWE= 1.08, consistent with the distribution of values seen
for single stars. Based on a calibration of the companion
parameter space that would induce excess noise (Rizzuto et al.
2018; Belokurov et al. 2020; A. Kraus et al. 2021, in preparation),
this corresponds to contrast limits of ΔG∼ 0 mag at ρ= 30 mas,
ΔG∼ 4 mag at ρ= 80 mas, and ΔG∼ 5 mag at ρ� 200 mas.
For an assumed age of τ= 300Myr at D= 105 pc, the
evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (2015) indicate corresp-
onding physical limits for equal-mass companions at ρ∼ 3 au;
M∼ 0.61Me at ρ∼ 8 au; and M∼ 0.50Me at ρ> 21 au.
Ziegler et al. (2018) and Brandeker & Cataldi (2019) mapped

the completeness limit close to bright stars to be ΔG∼ 6 mag at
ρ= 2″, ΔG∼ 8 mag at ρ= 3″, and ΔG∼ 10 mag at ρ= 6″. For
an age of τ= 300Myr at D= 105 pc, the evolutionary models of
Baraffe et al. (2015) indicate corresponding physical limits of
M∼ 0.37Me at ρ= 210 au;M∼ 0.17Me at ρ= 315 au; and M∼
0.09Me at ρ= 630 au. At wider separations, the completeness
limit of the Gaia catalog (G∼ 20.5 mag at moderate Galactic
latitudes; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) corresponds to a mass
limit M∼ 0.068Me.
The Gaia DR2 catalog does not report any co-moving, co-

distant neighbors in the immediate vicinity of HD 110082
(within ∼10 s of arcsconds), though as we discuss in

Table 3
HD 110082 Radial Velocity Measurements

BJD RV σRV S/N
(km s−1) (km s−1)

2458822.85502273 3.47 0.15 13
2458866.87923667 3.77 0.52 6
2458871.85450011 3.84 0.17 13
2458879.86515306 3.75 0.16 14
2458880.87977273 3.52 0.14 17

Weighted Mean: 3.63 (km s−1)
rms: 0.14 (km s−1)
Std. Error: 0.06 (km s−1)

Note. S/N evaluated in continuum region near ∼6600 Å.

21 https://lco.global/documentation/data/nres-pipeline/
22 https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GDR2/Gaia_archive/
chap_datamodel/sec_dm_main_tables/ssec_dm_ruwe.html
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Section 2.5.1, there appears to be at least one very wide
neighbor that is co-moving and co-distant.

Finally, we used the Gaia DR2 catalog to identify co-
moving, co-distance sources that may be coeval neighbors to
HD 110082, a process that we describe in more detail in
Section 4 and the Appendix.

2.5.1. A Wide Binary Companion

Using Gaia DR2, we search for wide binary companions to HD
110082. We find a co-moving, co-distant companion 59 3 to the
northeast, TIC 383400718 (Gaia DR2 5765748511163760640).
This companion has a parallax difference consistent with zero and
a projected physical separation of ρ= 6240± 20 au, assuming the
primary’s distance. Its RUWE value is 1.08, indicating its
astrometric measurements are well fit by a single-star model. This
pair was previously reported as a likely wide binary by Tian et al.
(2020).

The relative proper motion between the pair is Δμ= 0.3± 0.1
mas yr−1, corresponding to a relative tangential velocity of
D = v 0.16 0.06tan km s−1 at the primary’s distance. These
values are less than the relative motion of a face-on circular orbit
with a semimajor axis of a= 1.26ρ (Fischer & Marcy 1992) and a
combined mass of ∼1.5 Me (0.4 km s−1). We therefore consider
the likelihood that the pair are gravitationally bound to be high,
and explore the possible orbital parameters in Section 3.5.
In Table 4 we summarize the properties of the companion,
providing Gaia astrometry, literature photometry, and derived
stellar parameters.

3. Measurements

3.1. Fundamental Stellar Properties

3.1.1. Luminosity, Effective Temperature, and Radius

We derived fundamental parameters of HD 110082 by fitting
its spectral energy distribution (SED) using literature photo-
metry and spectral templates of nearby young stars following
Mann et al. (2015). In cases of low reddening (as expected for a
star within ;100 pc), the method yields precise (1%–5%)
estimates of Fbol from the integral of the absolutely calibrated
spectrum, Lå from Fbol and the Gaia distance, and Teff from
comparing the calibrated spectrum to atmospheric models
(Baraffe et al. 2015). Our fitting procedure also provides an
estimate of Rå from the ratio of the absolutely calibrated
spectrum to the model (equal to R D2 2

*
; Blackwell & Shallis

1977).
We use optical and near-IR (NIR) photometry from the Two

Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), the
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE; Cutri et al. 2013),
Gaia data release 2 (DR2; Evans et al. 2018; Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. 2018), and Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000). To account for
variability of the source, we assume that all photometry has an
addition error of 0.02 mag (for optical) or 0.01 mag (for NIR).
We compare photometry to synthetic values derived from the
template spectra. In addition to the overall scale of the
spectrum, there are four free parameters of the fit that account
for imperfect (relative) flux calibration of the spectra and both
the model and template spectra used.

We show the best-fit spectrum and photometry in Figure 4
(left). From our fit, we estimate Teff= 6200± 100 K,
Fbol= 5.56± 0.28× 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1, Lå= 1.91± 0.03 Le,
and Rå= 1.19± 0.06 Re. The best-fit template has a spectral

type of F8 with templates within one spectral type having
similar χ2 values. These values are included in Table 1.
We perform an identical analysis for the M dwarf

companion, using optical and NIR spectral templates from
Gaidos et al. (2014) and available photometry from Gaia DR2,
2MASS, and WISE. The resulting fit is shown in Figure 4
(right), and the adopted stellar parameters are presented in
Table 4.

3.1.2. Metallicity and Element Abundances

The atmospheric parameters of the star, including the Teff,
glog , and [Fe/H], are determined from the combined CHIRON

spectrum using the LoneStar Stellar Parameter and Abundance
Pipeline (T. Nelson et al. 2021, in preparation). LoneStar is a
python-based code, which uses Bayesian inference to deter-
mine the Teff, glog , [Fe/H], microturblent velocity, and the
rotation velocity (v isin ) and propagates these posterior
distributions to abundance measurements. We use the MCMC
algorithm implemented in emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013) to sample the log-likelihood efficiently; therefore, we
require a rapid, on-the-fly generation of synthetic spectra.

Table 4
Stellar Properties of the HD 110082 Binary Companion

Parameter Value Source

Identifiers
2MASS J12514562-8806328 2MASS
Gaia DR2 5765748511163760640 Gaia DR2
TIC 383400718 Stassun et al. (2018)

Astrometry
α R.A. (J2000) 12:51:45.509 Gaia DR2
δ Decl. (J2000) −88:06:33.009 Gaia DR2
μα (mas yr−1) −18.486 ± 0.109 Gaia DR2
μδ (mas yr−1) −17.988 ± 0.095 Gaia DR2
π (mas) 9.4309 ± 0.0643 Gaia DR2

Photometry
B (mag) 18.923 ± 0.169 USNO A2.0
GBP (mag) 17.9899 ± 0.018276 Gaia DR2
G (mag) 16.4009 ± 0.001101 Gaia DR2
GRP (mag) 15.156 ± 0.001917 Gaia DR2
TESS (mag) 15.074 ± 0.008 TIC
J (mag) 13.376 ± 0.026 2MASS
H (mag) 12.792 ± 0.027 2MASS
Ks (mag) 12.522 ± 0.027 2MASS
W1 (mag) 12.378 ± 0.023 WISE
W2 (mag) 12.225 ± 0.022 WISE
W3 (mag) 12.095 ± 0.245 WISE

Positions
X (pc) 52.00 ± 0.36 This Work
Y (pc) −80.27 ± 0.55 This Work
Z (pc) −45.08 ± 0.31 This Work
Distance (pc) -

+105.72 0.72
0.73 Bailer-Jones et al. (2018)

Separation, ρ (″) 59.3 Gaia DR2

Physical parameters
Prot (days) 0.80 ± 0.01 This Work
FBol (erg s−1 cm−2) (1.96 ± 0.05)×10−11 This Work
Teff (K) 3250 ± 75 This Work
Må (Me) 0.26 ± 0.01 This Work
Rå (Re) 0.26 ± 0.02 This Work
Lå (Le) (6.28 ± 0.29)×10−3 This Work
Spectral Type M4V ± 1 This Work
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In order to facilitate this, we linearly interpolate a grid of 9400
pre-computed synthetic spectra using the linear N-dimensional
interpolation implemented in Virtanen et al. (2020). The
parameters in this grid range as follows: 3800� Teff(K)� 8000
with steps of 100K;  g3.5 log dex 5.0( ) with steps of
0.25 dex; and− 3.0� [Fe/H](dex)� 1.0 with steps 0.5 dex. The
vmicro value was synthesized with values of 0, 1, 2, and 4 km s−1.
Additionally, the v isin convolution is computed at runtime using
the functional form from Gray (2008), as implemented in Czekala
et al. (2015, 2018). These pre-computed spectra were constructed
from MARCS model atmospheres (Gustafsson et al. 2008) using
TURBOSPECTRUM (Plez 2012) for radiative transfer. These
models were generated with solar abundances from Grevesse et al.
(2007). We use Gaia-ESO line list version 5 (Heiter et al. 2019)
for atomic transitions. We also include molecular data for CH
(Kumar et al. 1998; Masseron et al. 2014), C2 (Brooke et al. 2013;
Ram et al. 2014), and CN (Huang et al. 1993; Sneden et al. 2014).
The interpolator and grid enables us to generate theoretical spectra
with a median per pixel error< 10−4. For comparison, it takes
0.18 s to interpolate through our grid compared to 90 s to generate
a spectrum using TURBOSPECTRUM.

The stellar parameters are determined by maximizing the
log-likelihood function. We include a systematic error term,
which is added in quadrature with the normalized flux error
vector. This attempts to account for underestimation in the error
propagation in the spectral data reduction. This error term is fit
simultaneously with the other parameters. The best-fit stellar
parameters are included in Table 1, except for the Teff, which is
adopted from our SED-based approached (Section 3.1.1). The
value determined here is -

+6230 10
90 K, which is in good

agreement with the other independently determined value.
Once the stellar parameters are derived, the lithium

abundance is determined by generating synthetic spectra with
A(Li)= [2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2]. These synthetic
spectra are compared against the observation using a cn

2

minimization approach. Once an internal minimum is found,
the best-fit abundance is determined by interpolating the cn

2

points with a cubic spline (to enforce smoothness) and
resampling. The minimum of the resampled χ2 curve gives
the best-fit abundance. The Magnesium abundance is measured
in a similar fashion to lithium. The synthetic spectra are

generated with [Mg/Fe] at ±0.6, ±0.3, and 0.0 dex relative to
the solar composition.
Abundance errors for individual lines are calculated using

the inverse Fisher matrix added in quadrature with the
propagated uncertainty from Teff, glog , [Fe/H], and vmicro

(see T. Nelson et al. 2021, in preparation). If there are multiple
lines for an element, the measured abundance is taken as
average weighted by the inverse variance.
The results of our detailed abundance measurements are

listed in Table 1. [Fe/H] and magnesium and lithium
abundances point to a young thin-disk star. A(Li) is the most
constraining, placing HD 110082 within the overlapping spread
of Pleiades (Bouvier et al. 2018) and Hyades (Takeda et al.
2013) abundances at this temperature, and above the field-age
lithium-abundance sequence (Ramírez et al. 2012).
To facilitate comparison to a broader range of known

clusters and moving groups (specifically young groups), we
also measure the EW of Li I 6707.8Å. For many young groups,
Li I EWs are more readily available than detailed abundances in
the literature. In our measurement, we consider a 50Å region
around the rest wavelength and use a rotationally broadened,
synthetic model (Husser et al. 2013) to define adjacent line-free
continuum regions. We fit the continuum with a linear slope,
which is well-suited to the blaze-corrected, combined spectrum.
The fit is made with an MCMC approach (using emcee),
providing a posterior distribution for the slope and y-intercept.
We sample these posteriors 5000 times, where for each
iteration, we normalize the spectrum and measure the EW
through a numerical integration 10 separate times, adding
random Gaussian noise determined by the rms of the
continuum. At each iteration, we also vary the integration
bounds randomly over a normal distribution with a standard
deviation of three resolution elements. The integration bounds
are set initially at±10 km s−1 beyond the point where line
absorption is expected from our rotational broadening mea-
surement (see Section 3.3). This exercise results in a
distribution of 50,000 EW measurement where the continuum
fit, noise, and integration bounds are varied. From the mean
and standard deviation of this distribution, we measure a Li I
EW of 0.09± 0.02. We note that our measurement includes an
adjacent iron line (Fe I 6707.4Å), which cannot be
deconvolved given the S/N and rotational broadening of our

Figure 4. Best-fitting spectral template to the broadband photometry of HD 110082 (left) and its companion 2MASS J12514562-8806328 (right). Photometry are
color-coded by the source, with vertical errors representing the uncertainty in the literature flux measurement and horizontal errors representing the filter width. Green
points are the synthetic photometry of the best-fitting spectral template. Regions heavily affected by telluric contamination or beyond the edge of our template spectra
are filled in with a BT-SETTL model (Baraffe et al. 2015) shown in blue. Bottom panels for each star show the residuals of the fit in standard deviations.
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spectrum. This is also generally the case for measurements of
young moving group members (see Section 4.3.2).

3.1.3. Mass and Density

To determine the mass of HD 110082, we use the empirical
mass and radius relations derived in Torres et al. (2010). The
relations are a function of the stellar Teff, log g, and metallicity,
and are calibrated by a large sample of detached eclipsing
binaries. We determine the mass, radius, and luminosity within
an MCMC formalism, using emcee, which is fit to the Teff, log
g, and metallicity values derived above. We place a Gaussian
prior on the luminosity determined from the SED-based
approach (Section 3.1.1), and employ 30 walkers in the fit.
The convergence of the fit is determined by measuring the
autocorrelation timescale, τ, of all chains, ending the run when
our measure of τ converges (fractional change less than 5%)
and the chain length is greater than 100 τ. We discard the first
five autocorrelation times as burn in.

The mass and radius posteriors provide values of 1.21± 0.02
Me and 1.20± 0.04 Re, respectively (uncertainties correspond
to the 68% confidence interval). The radius is in good
agreement with the adopted value above. The formal mass
uncertainty, ∼2%, is less than the scatter in the empirical
relation for solar-type stars quoted in Torres et al. (2010), ∼5%,
so we conservatively adopt the empirical uncertainty, corresp-
onding to a mass measurement of 1.21± 0.06 Me. With the
radius derived in Section 3.1.1, we compute a stellar density of
0.7± 0.1 ρe. This mass and density are provided in Table 1.

3.2. Stellar Rotation Period

To measure the stellar rotation period in the presence of a
rapidly evolving spot pattern (Figure 1), we model the TESS
light curve with a scalable Gaussian process from the
celerite package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017). Our
covariance kernel consists of two damped, driven, simple
harmonic oscillators, one at the stellar rotation period and the
other at half the rotation period. The kernel is described by five
terms: P, the primary period, A, the primary amplitude, Q1, the
damping timescale (or quality factor) of the primary period,
mix, the ratio of the primary to secondary amplitude (A2/A1),
and Q2, the damping timescale of the secondary period (P/2).
In practice, we fit the mix term as m, where A1/A2= 1+ em to
avoid placing a prior on its bounds. We also fit the Q1 term as
ΔQ, where ΔQ=Q1−Q2, ensuring that the oscillator at the
primary period has the largest quality factor. We also include a
jitter term, σGP, to account for stellar variability not associated
with rotational starspot modulation.

Before fitting these parameters to the TESS light curve, we
mask 6 hr windows centered on the transit ephemerides
predicted by the TPS pipeline. (An independent search for
transit events described in Section 5.2 did not return any
additional signals that would merit masking.) To remove
sections of the light curve contaminated by flares, we iteratively
fit the light curve with the GP using least-squares minimization,
clipping 3σ outliers. This process converged after two
iterations. With flares and transits removed, we use the best-
fitting parameters as initial guesses in an MCMC fit
implemented with the emcee, where all parameters are fit in
natural logarithmic space. Our fit employed 50 walkers and
used the convergence assessment scheme described in
Section 3.1.3.

We fit the rotation period to each TESS Sector individually,
measuring periods of 2.28± 0.05, 2.29± 0.03, and 2.43±
0.03 days for Sectors 12, 13, and 27, respectively. The small
(∼6%) change in the rotation period from Sector 13 to 27 is
statistically significant (>3σ), and may be the result of an
evolving latitudinal spot pattern in the presence of differential
rotation. The shift in the rotation period is well within the range
of differential rotation measured from active stars with Kepler
light curves (e.g., Reinhold et al. 2013; Lanza et al. 2014). We
adopt an average value, weighted by the individual measure-
ment uncertainty, 2.34± 0.07, with the standard deviation as
the adopted uncertainty (provided in Table 1). The remainder
of our analysis makes use of the flare-masked light curve.

3.3. Radial and Rotational Velocities

We derive stellar RVs and projected rotational velocities
(v isin ) from the CHIRON spectra by computing spectral-line
broadening functions (BFs; Rucinski 1992; Tofflemire et al.
2019). The BF is computed from a linear inversion of the
observed spectrum with a narrow-lined template and represents
a reconstruction of the average photospheric absorption-line
profile (intensity versus RV). From a best-fit line-profile model,
we measure the stellar RVs and v isin .
We compute the BF for individual CHIRON echelle orders

that span wavelengths from 4600 to 7200Å. Removing those
with heavy telluric contamination results in a total of 38 orders.
The BFs are initially computed over a grid of PHOENIX model
spectra (Husser et al. 2013) with 100 K spacing in temperature
and 0.5 dex in log g. The best-fitting, narrow-lined template is
selected as that returning the most stable BF shape (lowest rms)
from order-to-order. For HD 110082, we find a best-fitting
template with a temperature of 6200 K and a log g of 4.5,
which agrees well with the stellar parameters derived above.
With a template selected, a visual inspection determines
whether the star is single- or double-lined, single in this case,
indicating that the signal originates from a single star in the
CHIRON fiber.
The BFs from individual orders are then combined into a

single, high signal-to-noise BF, weighted by the standard
deviation of the BF baselines at high and low velocities where
there is no stellar signal. The uncertainty on the BF profile is
determined with a bootstrap Monte Carlo (MC) approach that
creates 10,000 combined BFs made from random draws with
replacement of the 38 individual orders. The uncertainty at
each velocity is set by the rms of the MC BF samples. A line-
profile model that includes instrumental broadening, rotational
broadening (v isin ; Gray 2008), broadening from macroturbu-
lent velocity (vmacro), an RV, and amplitude is fit to the BF with
emcee. The v isin and vmacro terms are explored in natural
logarithmic space to avoid placing a strict prior at zero. The fit
uses 32 walkers and follows the same convergence assessment
methodology described in Section 3.1.3.
Over a time baseline of ∼58 days, we measure a systemic,

barycentric RV of 3.63 km s−1 (weighted mean) that is constant
within our measurement precision, with a standard error of
0.06 km s−1. This measurement agrees with the Gaia DR2
value (the only literature RV available). We adopt our
measured value due to its higher precision. From our four
highest S/N observations, we measure a v isin of
25.3± 0.3 km s−1 (Table 1). The low S/N of the spectra do
not allow us to place tight constraints on the macroturbulent
velocity; all of the measurements are consistent with zero, and
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we place a 95% confidence upper limit of 3.5 km s−1 on its
value.

3.4. Stellar Inclination

We measure the inclination of HD 110082ʼs rotation axis
following the Bayesian inference method presented in Masuda &
Winn (2020). The projected rotational velocity (v isin = 25.3±
0.3 km s−1) is formally consistent with the derived equatorial
rotation velocity (v= 2πRå/Prot= 25.6± 1.3 km s−1), and corre-
sponds to an inclination constraint of i> 63° at 99% confidence.
This measurement assumes the i< 90° convention, due to the
i< 90° and i> 90° degeneracy inherent in this approach.

3.5. Wide Binary Companion

In this subsection we present measurements for the wide
binary companion to HD 110082 and place constraints on the
binary orbit of the pair. Table 4 compiles derived stellar
parameters following the methodology described in the
subsections above where relevant, given only data from
photometric and astrometric surveys, and TESS time-series
photometry.

Two aspects of our analysis vary between HD 110082 and
its companion. First is the TESS light curve and the associated
rotation-period measurement. The companion’s light curve is
extracted from 30 minute full-frame images (FFIs) in a 1 pixel
aperture with a systematics correction and a regression against
the HD 110082 rotation period (which is present in the raw
light curve). The corrected light curve exhibits stable sinusoidal
variability. We measure a rotation period of 0.80 days with a
Lomb–Scargle periodogram (Scargle 1982) applied to data

from Sectors 12 and 13. An uncertainty of 0.01 days is
determined from the standard deviation of the rotation-period
measurements from 10 discrete regions of the light curve.
The second difference is in the mass measurement. Without

a log g measurement, and with a mass that falls below the
Torres et al. (2010) mass relation, we use the Mann et al.
(2015) empirical mass relationship for low-mass stars. For the
companion’s absolute Ks-band magnitude, we calculate a mass
of 0.26 Me and adopt a 3% uncertainty.
In summary, the companion is a 0.26 Me, M4 star with an

effective temperature of Teff= 3250 K and a short rotation
period (0.8 day), consistent with a generally young age.

3.5.1. Binary Orbital Parameters

We constrain the orbital parameters of the wide binary pair
from Gaia proper motions and parallaxes. We use Linear Orbits
for the Impatient (lofti_gaiaDR2; Pearce et al. 2019,
2020), which, given mass estimates and Gaia DR2 IDs for each
component, queries the DR2 measurements and fits for the
system’s orbital elements using the rejection-sampling algo-
rithm, Orbits for the Impatient, developed by Blunt et al.
(2017). Posteriors are returned for the six orbital elements:
semimajor axis (a), eccentricity (e), inclination (i), longitude of
ascending nodes (Ω), argument of periastron (ω), and the most
recent epoch of periastron (T0). Figure 5 presents posterior
distributions for five of the binary orbital elements that are
constrained by Gaia astrometry, as well as the posterior for the
separation at closest approach (bottom right panel; the
argument of periastron posterior is unconstrained and excluded
from the figure).

Figure 5. Posterior distributions of relevant orbital parameters of the HD 110082 wide binary pair. The semimajor axis posterior is truncated at log(a) = 2.6 for
display purposes only and does not reflect a real cutoff in the posterior. We exclude the posterior for ω, the argument of periastron, for brevity as it is generally
unconstrained by the observations.
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The inclination posterior has a median and 68% confidence
interval of =  -

+i 78 9
17, and has a mode of 82°. This result

favors an edge-on alignment, consistent with the interpretation
that the binary and planetary orbital plans are near alignment.
However, the position angle of the ascending nodes (Ω) for the
planet’s orbit remains unknown.

4. Age Determination

HD 110082 was identified as a likely member of the
∼40Myr Octans moving group (J. Gagné 2021, private
communication), motivating our initial investigation. In the
following subsection, we assess the membership of HD 110082
to Octans, ultimately finding that it is not a member. With the
goal of obtaining a more precise age estimate than is typically
possible for a single star, we search for coeval phase-space
neighbors, or “siblings,” to the HD 110082 binary pair. We
compare these stars to empirical cluster sequences and use
gyrochonology and Li I EW-based age relationships to
determine the system age.

We adopt the following ages for the clusters/associations
used in our comparison based on the general consensus of
various results and approaches in the literature: Octans
∼40Myr (Torres et al. 2003; Murphy & Lawson 2015; Gagné
et al. 2018), Tuc-Hor ∼40Myr (da Silva et al. 2009; Kraus
et al. 2014; Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2015), Columba, Carina,
and Argus ∼40Myr (da Silva et al. 2009; Elliott et al. 2016;
Gagné et al. 2018), Pleiades ∼125Myr (Stauffer et al. 1998;
Dahm 2015; Bouvier et al. 2018), Praesepe ∼700Myr (Kraus
& Hillenbrand 2007; Delorme et al. 2011; Brandt &
Huang 2015), and Hydaes ∼700Myr (Perryman et al. 1998;
de Bruijne et al. 2001; Gossage et al. 2018).

4.1. Assessing Octans Membership

With the addition of an RV from our high-resolution spectra,
HD 110082 has a 99% membership probability to the Octans
moving group according to the BANYAN Σ algorithm (Gagné
et al. 2018).23 Its wide binary companion also has a 99%
membership probability based on its astrometric measurements
(an RV has not been measured).

To investigate Octans membership, we compare the loca-
tions of HD 110082 and its binary companion in the color–
magnitude diagram (CMD) to canonical Octans members
(Murphy & Lawson 2015; Gagné et al. 2018). Figure 6
presents this CMD alongside members of Tuc-Hor (∼40Myr;
Kraus et al. 2014), the Pleiades (∼125Myr), and the Hyades
(∼700Myr); the latter two are derived from Gagné et al.
(2018). (A further discussion of Figure 6 is provided in
Section 4.3.1; the HD 110082 siblings are discussed in
Section 4.2.)

The CMD location of HD 110082 does not provide leverage
to determine whether its age is consistent with known Octans
members, or any of the older associations plotted. Its wide
binary companion, however, falls at a color (mass) where the
cluster sequences diverge substantially with age. In the bottom
panel of Figure 6, the binary companion falls well below the
roughly coeval Octans and Tuc-Hor sequences, and below the
core Pleiades sequence. The CMD location of the companion is
secure; the Gaia photometric measurements do not have a
“Bp/Rp flux error excess,” which can lead to erroneous colors

(Evans et al. 2018 24), and the behavior is persistent in other
color bands.
This large discrepancy with an age of ∼40Myr is supported

by additional lines of evidence that are explored below.

Figure 6. Color–magnitude diagram of young associations. In order of age:
Octans is presented as red plus symbols (∼40 Myr; Murphy & Lawson 2015;
Gagné et al. 2018), Tuc-Hor as orange triangles (∼40 Myr; Kraus et al. 2014),
the Pleiades (∼125 Myr) as tan circles, and the Hyades (∼700 Myr) as narrow
blue diamonds (Gagné et al. 2018). HD 110082 and its wide binary companion
are shown as the gold and red stars, respectively. HD 110082 sibling candidates
are shown as bold, red circles. Candidates with consistent proper motions and
RVs are show as bold, red diamonds. Candidates with Gaia RUWE > 1.2
(likely wide binaries) are encircled. The bottom panel expands the region
highlighted in gray above. The two elevated encircled diamonds near
Bp − Rp ∼ 1 are known Octans members. The HD 110082 companion falls
significantly below the Octans and Tuc-Hor sequences.

23 http://www.exoplanetes.umontreal.ca/banyan/

24 https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GDR2/Data_processing/
chap_cu5pho/sec_cu5pho_qa/ssec_cu5pho_excessflux.html
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Specifically, the Li I EW of the HD 110082 falls below Octans
members of the same color, suggesting an age 40Myr
(Section 4.3.2), and the rotation period of HD 110082 is slower
than Pleiads of the same color, suggesting an age 120Myr
(Section 4.3.3). Given this evidence, we conclude that HD
110082 is not a member of the Octans moving group and is, in
fact, more evolved. Although both HD 110082 and its
companion are high-confidence kinematic members, Octans is
the dynamically “loosest” of the groups included in BANYAN
Σ and therefore the most likely to produce field interlopers
from kinematics alone. And indeed, HD 110082 falls in the
outskirts of the X, Y, Z and U, V, W distributions of canonical
Octans members.

4.2. A Search for Co-moving, Co-distant, Coeval Stars

Precise age measurements of star clusters and associations
are made possible by their coeval ensemble that spans a range
in stellar mass (or empirically, color). Depending on the age
and age-sensitive diagnostic in question (e.g., CMD location,
Lithium abundance, rotation period), stars within certain mass
ranges provide stronger constraints than others. For instance,
higher-mass stars are the first to converge onto a rotation
sequence (i.e., gyrochronology; Barnes et al. 2015), while
lower-mass stars retain elevated CMD locations longer than
their higher-mass siblings (Hayashi 1961). Together they
provide a level of precision that is not generally obtainable
for a single star. In the case of HD 110082, the lack of known
and well-studied siblings is particularly acute, given that its
mass (∼1.2 Me; F8 spectral type) falls in a regime that
provides very little age-distinguishing leverage.

To better constrain the age of HD 110082, we search for a
population of siblings. A thorough discussion of our approach
and its motivation is provided in the Appendix. In short, we
rely on the fact that stars form in clustered environments (Lada
& Lada 2003), where even low-mass associations can retain the
common phase-space characteristics (3D positions and velo-
cities) they inherit from their natal cloud (e.g., Malo et al.
2013). This motivates our search for candidate siblings in the
co-moving, co-distant (phase-space) neighborhood of HD
110082.

First, we query the Gaia DR2 source catalog within a 25 pc
volume of HD 110082, and compute the difference between the
observed tangential (plane of the sky) velocity (vt) and the
projected tangential velocity that would correspond with co-
motion at source’s location (vt,cand). Sources with absolute
tangential velocity offsets, voff= |vt− vt,cand|< 5 km s−1 com-
prise our HD 110082 neighborhood sample of 134 candidate
siblings. Second, we query the Galaxy Evolution Explorer
(GALEX; Bianchi et al. 2017) and WISE (Cutri et al. 2012)
archives for each candidate to search for youth signatures in
elevated chromospheric activity levels (far-UV flux excess;
e.g., Findeisen & Hillenbrand 2010) and presence of disk
material (infrared excess; e.g., Kraus et al. 2014), respectively.
(This query only acts to compile youth indicators and is not
required for our sample selection.) Finally, an initial cut on the
Gaia “Bp− Rp excess error” (see Evans et al. 2018) reduces the
sample to 96 stars. We refer to this initial sample as 2D
kinematic neighbors. (A python package, FriendFinder,
performing these queries and calculations has been made
publicly available.25)

We additionally use RVs to identify co-moving sources
where possible. We measure RVs from reconnaissance spectra
(one target) and compile RV measurements from the literature
(19 targets) to assess whether the sources are co-moving with
HD 110082 in three dimensions (see Appendix A.1). Nine of
the 20 stars with available RV measurements meet the 3σ
agreement we require with the projected co-moving RV, vr,cand
(allowing a 2 km s−1 uncertainty on the predicted co-moving
RV, motivated by the velocity dispersion observed in young
moving groups; e.g., Gagné et al. 2018). We refer to these as
3D kinematic neighbors.
To further clean the sample, we remove sources with very

large uncertainties in their Gaia astrometric solutions (larger
than the excess error induced by an unresolved binary
companion; Section 2.5), specifically, removing sources with
RUWE values >10. We note sources with RUWE values
greater than 1.2, which signifies a likely unresolved binary
companion (Section 2.5). This is particularly relevant for
distinguishing young stars from binaries in the Gaia CMD. In
total, 82 sources survive these cuts: nine 3D kinematic
neighbors (three of which have RUWE> 1.2) and 73 2D
kinematic neighbors (16 of which have RUWE> 1.2). We
refer to these as candidate siblings. An inclusive table of all 134
phase-space neighbors along with their compiled and measured
properties is provided in Appendix A.3; 3D kinematic
neighbors are given the “RV-co-moving” note.
The candidate-sibling sample contains two bona fide

members of the Octans moving group (Gagné et al. 2018).
Bona fide in this context signifies that they are part of the
canonical sample of members that is used to define the group’s
kinematics. Both have independent evidence for an age near
40Myr based on their Li I EWs (Murphy & Lawson 2015). The
stars, CPD-82 784 (Gaia DR2 6347492932234149120) and
CD-87 121 (Gaia DR2 6343364815827362688), are both 3D
kinematic neighbors to HD 110082 and have RUWE values
>1.2 (likely binary). The presence of Octans members is not
surprising given that HD 110082 is listed as a high-probability
Octans member. These stars stand out as being younger than
HD 110082, its companion, and the majority of the sibling-
candidate sample. As such, we exclude them from our analysis
below and label them with the “Octans M” note in the table in
Appendix A.3.
We also note that six candidate siblings are listed as

members of the Theia 786 moving group identified by Kounkel
et al. (2020). These stars are labeled with the “Theia 786” note
in the table in Appendix A.3. Theia groups are derived from a
hierarchical clustering of Gaia DR2 astrometry (μα, μδ, π) and
position in galactic coordinates (l, b). The age of Theia 786 is
estimated to be -

+280 60
80 Myr based on the Gaia CMD locations

of group members, as interpreted by a machine-learning
algorithm. None of the six overlapping stars have a literature
RV, or a reconnaissance spectrum from our follow-up that
would more directly tie HD 110082 to Theia 786, either with
3D kinematic agreement or a consistent Li I or gyrochonology
based age. Although this Theia-estimated age provides a better
match to the characteristics of HD 110082, confirming Theia
786 as a cohesive group (e.g., 3D kinematics, coherent Li I
EW, and/or stellar rotation sequences), and assessing HD
110082ʼs membership to it, is beyond the scope of this work.
It is likely that other yet-unidentified members of Octans

and/or Theia 786 reside in this sample, as well as older field
interlopers. The approach we take here to constrain the age of25 https://github.com/adamkraus/Comove
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HD 110082 does not rely on coevality of the entire sample,
only that some number of stars are coeval, and that they trace
out a discernible sequence in age-dependent parameters that
can be compared to other empirical sequences of known age.

4.2.1. A Co-moving, Co-distant White Dwarf

The sample of sibling candidates includes a white dwarf,
Gaia DR2 5766091009035511680. If this white dwarf is
indeed coeval with HD 110082, it is likely massive and may
supply a useful constraint on cooling ages and the initial-to-
final mass relation. Without an RV measurement to confirm its
kinematic association, we do not analyze this source further but
note it as an interesting target for future study.

4.3. Comparison with Empirical Cluster Sequences

We compare the age-dependent properties of HD 110082,
its wide binary companion, and its candidate siblings to the
CMD, Li I EW, and rotation-period sequences of other young
associations.

Comparisons to two additional age-dependent cluster
sequences are presented in the Appendix (Figure 20), which
we summarize here. First, the WISE W1−W3, Bp− Rp color–
color diagram does not show evidence for IR excesses that
would be indicative of a very young population ( 20 Myr).
Second, the ratio of GALEX near-UV (NUV) to J-band flux as
a function of Bp− Rp color, though sparsely sampled, shows a
spread of stars above the Hyades sequence, indicating an age
less than ∼700Myr. These comparisons suggest that the
group’s age is between 20 and 700Myr.

4.3.1. Color–Magnitude Diagram

The CMD of sibling candidates is presented in Figure 6.
Two-dimensional kinematic neighbors are shown with bold,
red circles; 3D kinematic neighbors are shown with bold, red
diamonds. Encircled points denote those that have Gaia RUWE
values >1.2, indicating they are likely binary. The top axis
provides corresponding spectral types based on the updated
(2019) Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) 26 analysis of main-sequence
standards in the solar neighborhood. The same plotting scheme
is used in Figures 7 and 8.

For context, high-likelihood members of Octans, Tuc-Hor,
the Pleiades, and the Hyades are over-plotted. All absolute
magnitudes are computed using distances inferred by Bailer-
Jones et al. (2018), and Pleiades members are corrected for
0.1054 mag of visual extinction (Taylor 2008) using the
Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law. All Pleiades bona fide
members provided in Gagné et al. (2018) are plotted to
Bp− Rp= 2.5, beyond which a random draw of 50 likely
members are plotted as to not obscure the other cluster
sequences.

Most, but not all, of the presumed single (RUWE< 1.2)
neighbors fall well below the Octans/Tuc-Hor sequences.
Given that HD 110082 itself is listed as a 99% kinematic
member of Octans, it is likely that true Octans members reside
in our neighbor sample, but do not appear to dominate. The two
bona fide Octans members described above are the encircled
diamonds at a Bp− Rp color of ∼1.0 and are likely elevated in

the CMD due to the presence of a close binary companion
(RUWE> 1.2).

4.3.2. Li I Equivalent Width

The presence of Li I 6707.8Å in a stellar atmosphere is an
indication of youth (<1 Gyr) and can provide a strong age
constraint depending on the stellar mass. Figure 7 presents the
Li I EW for HD 110082 and a handful of sibling candidates
for which we have obtained reconnaissance spectra (see
Appendix A.2). The symbols for sibling candidates follow
that in the CMD (Figure 6). Also plotted are sequences from
Octans (Murphy & Lawson 2015), Tuc-Hor, Columba, Carina
and Argus (da Silva et al. 2009), the Pleiades (Bouvier et al.
2018), Praesepe, and the Hyades (Cummings et al. 2017) for
reference. We also plot the median Li I EW of field-age stars
analyzed by Berger et al. (2018) as the black line. In the case of
Octans, Tuc-Hor, Columba, Carina, and Argus, the Li I EW
measurement includes the contribution from an adjacent iron
line (Fe I 6707.4Å), as do our measurements. For the Pleiades,
Praesepe, Hyades, and the field-star average, the literature EW
does not include the contribution from this iron line. We add an
average offset of 0.013Å based on the moving group
metallicities and temperature range plotted to makes these
sequences more directly comparable (see Bouvier et al. 2018).
As with the CMD, HD 110082 has a Bp− Rp color that

provides little leverage to precisely determine its age. Still, with
a Li I EW of 0.09± 0.02Å, it falls below the Octans sequence,
and below the average EW of 40Myr stars with similar Bp− Rp

colors, 0.14± 0.04Å (mean and standard deviation). It does,

Figure 7. Li I EW of young moving group or cluster members as a function of
their Bp − Rp color. In order of group/cluster age: Octans (∼40 Myr; Murphy
& Lawson 2015) is presented as red plus symbols; members of similar age
moving groups (∼40 Myr; Tuc-Hor, Columba, Carina, Argus; da Silva
et al. 2009) are presented as orange triangles; the Pleiades are shown as tan
circles (∼125 Myr; Bouvier et al. 2018); and Praesepe and the Hyades are
shown as light blue crosses and narrow blue diamonds, respectively
(∼700 Myr; Cummings et al. 2017). The black line represents the median
Li I EW of field-age systems from Berger et al. (2018). The Li I EW of HD
110082, represented with the gold star (its uncertainty is roughly the size of the
symbol), falls at a Bp − Rp color that provides little leverage to distinguish
its age.

26 https://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_
colors_Teff.txt
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however, appear fully consistent with the ∼125 and ∼700Myr
populations. The sibling candidates, however, provide strong
evidence for an intermediate age between 125 and 700Myr—
particularly, the two, 3D-co-moving, late-G/early-K stars
whose Li I EWs reside between the Pleiades and Hyades/
Praesepe sequences. We also note the presence of a high-Li I
EW star at a Bp− Rp∼ 1.6 (UCAC2 43064; Gaia DR2
6341894558326196480), which is likely a unidentified Octans
member. This star is removed from our analysis below and
labeled with the “Octans LM” in the table in Appendix A.3.

Two Li I non-detections are also plotted as upper limits.
Both stars (Gaia DR2 5775111230632453248 and Gaia DR2
6346649808677390464) are 3D kinematic neighbors and
have rotation periods less than 10 days (Section 3.2 and
Appendix A.3), indicative of an age <700Myr for their Bp−Rp
colors. We suspect these non-detections are indicative of recently
exhausted Li I supplies rather than field interlopers.

To place a more quantitative age estimate based on our Li I
EWs measurements, we use BAFFLES (Stanford-Moore et al.
2020). This Bayesian inference tool produces age posteriors for
given B− V colors and Li I EWs, calibrated by benchmark
clusters with well-determined ages. In the calculation, we
truncate the flat age prior at 1 Gyr. Johnson B− V colors are
compiled from APASS DR9 (Henden et al. 2015) and the
Guide Star Catalog v2.3 (Lasker et al. 2008). Individual age
posteriors are presented for our sample of five stars in the top
panel of Figure 9, color-coded by their B− V color. HD
110082 is displayed as a solid, colored line. The ensemble
posterior, shown in black, corresponds to an age of -

+260 50
60 Myr

(68% confidence interval). Table 5 summarizes the properties
of stars used in the Li I age ensemble. While the sharpness of
the distribution is driven by two stars in the ensemble, those
between Bp− Rp of 1.0 and 1.2, the distribution of median ages
from a 105 iteration random-sampling-with-replacement of
the five-star sample is even more centrally peaked, indicating
that the result is not heavily impacted by individual stars.

4.3.3. Rotation Period

After the dispersal of circumstellar material and the end of
pre-MS contraction, solar-type stars lose angular momentum as
their magnetic fields interact with stellar winds (i.e., magnetic
breaking; Weber & Davis 1967). Once stars converge to the
slow-rotator sequence (I-sequence), gyrochronology provides a
means to age-date systems. Figure 8 presents the rotation-
period distribution for HD 110082 and its sibling candidates, in
relation to the Pleiades (Rebull et al. 2016), Praesepe, and the
Hyades (Douglas et al. 2019). The rotation periods of sibling
candidates are broadly consistent with Pleiades members, but
appear younger than a Praesepe/Hyades age population.

Figure 8. Rotation-period distribution of young clusters. In order of age: the
Pleiades is presented as tan circles (∼125 Myr; Rebull et al. 2016), Praesepe
(∼700 Myr) as light blue crosses, and the Hyades (∼700 Myr) as narrow blue
diamonds (the latter two from Douglas et al. 2019). HD 110082 and its wide
binary companion are shown as the gold and red stars, respectively. Sibling
candidates to HD 110082 are shown as bold, red circles. Neighbors with
consistent proper motions and RVs are show as bold, red diamonds. Neighbors
with high Gaia RUWE values (RUWE > 1.2; likely wide binaries) are
encircled. The dashed line represents the 50th percentile of the ensemble age
distribution, 250 Myr, using the Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) gyrochronol-
ogy relation.

Figure 9. Individual and ensemble age posteriors from our Li I EW (top) and
gyrochronology (bottom) analysis. Posteriors for individual stars are dashed
lines, color-coded by their B − V color. The HD 110082 posterior is a solid,
colored line. Ensemble posteriors are shown in black. The Li I EW analysis
uses BAFFLES (Stanford-Moore et al. 2020); the ensemble posterior is a
multiplication of the individual posteriors. The gyrochronology analysis uses
the Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) relation; the adopted ensemble posterior is
the distribution of ages from a bootstrap simulation.
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The rotation periods of sibling candidates are determined
from TESS light curves via a Lomb–Scargle periodogram
(Scargle 1982) and, in two cases, using the Gaussian-process
approach described above (Section 3.2). A full description of
our methodology can be found in Appendix A.3. There are two
3D kinematic neighbors for which we do not have a measured
rotation period. The first (Gaia DR2 4612569033640835584;
Bp− RP= 1.93) is a slow rotator with a >20 day period, and is
likely a field interloper. We label this star with the “Field” note
in the table in Appendix A.3. The other (Gaia DR2
6346649808677390464; Bp− Rp= 1.83) hosts two distinct
periods (0.49 and 0.76 days). With a high RUWE value (5.01),
this is likely the combination from two stars, and we exclude
them from our gyrochronology analysis. Lastly, there is one
star from the Li I age ensemble for which we do not have a
measured rotation period, Gaia DR2 5195793466083385344,
which is a pulsating F-star.

We quantitatively assess the age of HD 110082 using
gyrochronology. The B− V color–period gyrochronology
relationship originally proposed in Barnes (2007) has been
calibrated by multiple groups using different sets of empirical
benchmarks (e.g., open clusters, the Sun, field stars with
asteroseismic ages; Meibom et al. 2011; Angus et al. 2015). We
choose to adopt the Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008) calibration,
which uses younger benchmarks than the works referenced
above, specifically, α Per (∼85Myr) and Pleiades (∼125Myr)
members on the I-sequence. For HD 110082, the Mamajek &
Hillenbrand (2008) relationships predicts an age of -

+100 35
50 Myr

(68% confidence interval), which includes B− V uncertainty
and a 20% uncertainty on the rotation period. This posterior
and those for the four additional stars with measured rotation
periods in the calibrated B− V color range (0.5–1.4) are
presented in the bottom panel of Figure 9. Each dashed line is
color-coded by the star’s B− V colors, with the HD 110082
posterior presented as a solid line. Table 5 summarizes the
properties of these five stars.

Angus et al. (2019) point out that the functional form of the
Barnes (2007) gyrochonology relationship systematically
under-predicts the ages of stars more massive than the Sun
and over-predicts the ages of lower-mass stars. This agrees with
the increasing age with B− V color seen in Figure 9, and slight
tension between the HD 110082 rotational age and its
companion’s CMD location. This shortcoming motivated
Angus et al. (2019) and others (e.g., Spada & Lanzafame 2020)
to develop more flexible gyrochonology models. Unfortu-
nately, these models are not calibrated well for young ages and
do not capture the early rotational evolution relevant for HD
110082.

To determine a more robust age for the system, we fit the
five-star ensemble with the Mamajek & Hillenbrand (2008)

relation using emcee, including color and period uncertainties.
Our fit uses 10 walkers and convergence is assessed with the
method described in Section 3.1.3. The result is an ensemble
age of 250± 40Myr. The black dashed line in Figure 8
presents the 250Myr rotational isochrone. Given the strong
color dependence in the individual age posteriors, we perform a
bootstrap sample with replacement of the five-star sample for
105 iterations. The distribution of these ages is more broad than
the MCMC ensemble fit, with a median and 68% confidence
interval of -

+250 70
50. Because the bootstrap age distribution more

readily accounts for the significant impact each star has on the
ensemble age, we adopt it as our ensemble gyrochronology age
posterior and present it as the black distribution in the bottom
panel of Figure 9.

4.4. A New Stellar Association and Its Age

The stunning agreement between the independently derived
ensemble ages suggests that our approach has indeed revealed a
collection of coeval stars, and highlights their ability to place
precise and robust age constraints. Although both age-dating
methods ultimately rely on the same underlying age calibration
(main-sequence turnoffs of benchmark clusters), the agreement
is still very encouraging given the only partial overlap of
benchmark clusters used to calibrate each method, and the
partial overlap of sibling candidates that make up our
gyrochronology and Li I EW ensembles (Table 5). We adopt
the result of our gyrochronology analysis as our final age
determination, -

+250 70
50 Myr, as it is the most common approach

used in the literature for measuring the ages of individual
young stars. This result agrees well with the comparisons to
cluster sequences, which independently bracket the system age
at greater than ∼125Myr (Pleiades age; CMD and Li EW
comparison), and less than ∼700Myr (Hyades/Praesepe age;
rotation-period comparison).
Our effort to age-date HD 110082 has revealed a new young

stellar association. Our approach amounts to determining the
group’s membership and evolution by leveraging adjacent
neighbors in a genuine ensemble, so we accordingly name the
association MELANGE-1. The consistent ages and partial
phase-space overlap between MELANGE-1 and Theia 786
(Kounkel et al. 2020) are compelling and may signify that they
are part of the same extended structure. Assessing their relation
will be the subject of future work.

5. Analysis of Transit Signal

We derive the properties of HD 110082 b by modeling the
TESS and Spitzer transits simultaneously with misttborn
(Mann et al. 2016a; Johnson et al. 2018). This package uses
batman (Kreidberg 2015) to generate analytic transit models

Table 5
HD 110082 Age Determination Ensemble

Gaia DR2 MG Bp − Rp B − V RUWE RVCo-moving Li I EW Li age Prot Gyro age Note
(mag) (mag) (mag) (Å) (Myr) (days) (Myr)

5765748511163751936 4.01 0.68 0.57 1.079 Yes 0.09 -
+480 270

330 2.3 -
+100 40

50 HD 110082

5196316421300498944 5.63 1.11 0.78 0.953 Yes 0.105 -
+250 100

150 5.9 -
+230 80

120

5196824739270050560 5.41 0.95 0.77 0.942 Yes 0.08 -
+320 110

200 6.5 -
+270 70

80

5210764416405839488 4.09 0.69 0.53 0.962 Yes 0.1 -
+390 250

380 2.8 -
+210 80

120

5775111230632453248 6.37 1.22 1.01 0.982 Yes 9.2 -
+360 70

70 Li Non-detection

5195793466083385344 2.55 0.46 0.36 0.952 N/A 0.052 -
+480 300

350 Pulsator
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following Mandel & Agol (2002), combined with a Gaussian
process describing the out-of-transit variability with celer-
ite (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017). The simultaneous
modeling of the transits and stellar variability are fit with
emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).

Transits are modeled by the time of mid-transit at a reference
epoch (T0), period (P), ratio of the planet and host-star radii
(Rp/Rå), an impact parameter (b), stellar density (ρå), two
parameters combining the orbital eccentricity and argument of
periastron ( we sin and we cos ), and a quadratic limb-
darkening law (q1 and q2 for each photometric band) using the
Kipping (2013) sampling method. Gaussian priors are placed
on the stellar density, informed by the stellar parameters
derived above. Quadratic limb-darkening coefficients specific
to HD 110082ʼs stellar parameters are taken from Claret (2017)
for the TESS bandpass and from the Eastman et al. (2013)
interpolation of Claret & Bloemen (2011) values for IRAC
Channel 2, using Gaussian prior widths of 0.1. The impact
parameter is allowed to vary between b<± 1+ Rp/Rå to allow
for grazing transits. MCMC walkers for the remaining
parameters are initialized at the values from the fit from the
SPOC TPS, or at zero in the case of we sin and we cos .

A description of the Gaussian process, celerite, model-
ing out-of-transit variability is provided above in Section 3.2
where it is used to determine the stellar rotation period. The
kernel consists of two damped, drive simple harmonic
oscillators, the first at the stellar rotation period and the second
at half the rotation period. The same implementation is applied
here, with six parameters: the stellar rotation period (Prot,GP),
the amplitude of primary rotation kernel (A1,GP) and its decay
timescale (Q1,GP, fit as ΔQGP=Q1,GP−Q2,GP), the ratio of the
secondary to primary kernel amplitude (MixGP, fit as m where
A1/A2= 1+ em), the decay timescale of the secondary kernel
(Q2,GP), and a jitter term (σGP). These parameters are explored
in natural logarithmic space. The same Gaussian process is
applied to both the TESS and Spitzer light curves for
computational ease, despite the expected difference in the spot
variability amplitude in the IR. The separation of the Spitzer
observations from TESS Cycles 1 and 3 is larger than the decay
timescale of the kernels informed by the TESS data, and their
durations are sufficiently short (<Prot/2) that the out-of-transit
variability is smooth and easily modeled by the flexible
Gaussian process. Walkers for these parameters are initialized
at the location of the best fit found in Section 3.2.

Our fit is made with 144 walkers, each taking a total of
240,000 steps. We estimate the fit convergence by measuring
the autocorrelation time, which converges (fractional change
<5%) at a value of ∼16,000 steps. We discard the first 12
autocorrelation times as burn in (200,000 steps), using the
distribution of walkers from the last 40,000 steps to infer the
values of fit parameters. The 50th percentile and 68%
confidence interval for each fit parameter are presented in
Table 6, as well as a collection of derived parameters.
Figures 10 and 11 present the TESS and Spitzer transits,
respectively, with the best-fit transit model. The right side of
each panel pair includes out-of-transit variability, modeled by
our Gaussian process in orange, which is removed in the left
panel. Transits are numbered sequentially since the beginning
of TESS Sector 12 (Transit 2 occurred during a TESS data
downlink; see Figure 1). Finally, a phase-folded light curve
from each data set is provided in Figure 12 where orange lines

display transit model realizations for 50 random draws of the
parameter posteriors.
Figure 13 presents a corner plot of the transit parameters.

The absolute value of the impact parameter, b, is shown, given
the degeneracy in the projected hemisphere the planet transits.
Figure 14 presents the corner plot for the derived eccentricity
and argument of periastron, as well as the impact parameter.
There is some evidence that the SPOC pipeline may

overestimate the background level when performing photo-
metry in some cases, particularly in crowded fields or for dim
stars. Due to the large angular size of TESS pixels, there are
typically no completely dark pixels in the 2 m postage stamps,
and if the background level is overestimated, the transit depth
will be correspondingly inflated. To test this, we run a separate
MCMC fit including a dilution term for TESS transits. With no
bright nearby sources, we assume the Spitzer transits are not
diluted. The fit returned a dilution of -

+0.05 0.14
0.15 (68% confidence

interval), with all other parameters agreeing within confidence
intervals listed in Table 6. Given the similarities between the
two fits, and that the dilution term is consistent with zero, we
adopt the values derived from the dilution-free fit as fiducial.
With 10 observed transits spanning 43 orbital periods, we

also search for TTVs by fitting each transit individually. For
TESS data, we fit light curves detrended by the celerite,
Gaussian-process model described in Section 3.2, where
transits are masked in 6 hr windows centered on the expected
transit center. Fits are made to 10 hr regions of the light curves
centered on each transit. For Spitzer data, we fit the full ∼8.5 hr
time-series, using the BLISS, ramp-corrected (detrended) light

Table 6
Planetary Properties of HD 110082 b

Parameter Value

Fit parameters
T0 (BJD) 2458629.909±0.001
P (days) 10.18271±0.00004
Rp/Rå 0.025±0.001
b -

+0.5 0.3
0.2

ρå/ρe 0.7±0.1
we sin -

+0.2 0.3
0.2

we cos −0.1-
+

0.5
0.6

q1,TESS 0.31±0.09
q2,TESS -

+0.23 0.10
0.09

q1,Spitzer -
+0.09 0.06

0.08

q2,Spitzer -
+0.13 0.08

0.09

GP parameters
Prot,GP (days) 2.33±0.03
ln A1,GP −13.6±0.1
ln Q11,GP 3.0±0.4
MixGP -

+1.00 0.01
0.00

ln Q2,GP -
+1.1 0.1

0.2

ln σGP −9.0±0.1

Derived parameters
Rp(R⊕) 3.2±0.1
a/Rå 20±2
a (au) -

+0.113 0.013
0.009

t14 (hr) -
+2.91 0.04

0.06

i (°) -
+88.2 0.7

1.1

e -
+0.2 0.1

0.2

ω (°) -
+138 100

60
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curve. For each transit, we fit a limited set of parameters: T0,
Rp/Rå, b, ρå, and limb-darkening coefficients, following the
approach described above. We do not find evidence for TTVs

with amplitudes >8 minutes (standard deviation), which agrees
with our T0 measurement precision at the 95% confidence
level.

Figure 10. TESS light curves for eight HD 110082 b transits. Each transit is presented twice: detrended and with stellar variability included on the left and right of
each panel pair, respectively. The orange line represents the Gaussian-process stellar variability model. Labels at the top of each panel pair correspond to the vertical
ticks in Figure 1.
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5.1. Analysis of False Positives

In this section we address some possible scenarios that could
give rise to a false positive in our detection of HD 110082 b.

1. Transit signal originates from instrumental artifacts:
Five periodic transits of equal duration are detected in the
TESS light curve. The period does not coincide with any
know periodicities in the TESS satellite system (e.g.,
momentum dumps). Finally, the detection of transits with
Spitzer rules out instrumental false positives associated
with either system.

2. Transit signal originates from stellar variability: While
the amplitude of stellar variability is much larger than the
transit signal, the TESS transit signal occurs on a period
longer than, and not an integer multiple of, the stellar
rotation period. Additionally, the transit is detected at IR
wavelengths with the same depth, whereas the amplitude
of stellar variability is expected to be reduced in the IR.
For these reasons, we rule out stellar variability as a false
positive.

3. HD 110082 b is an eclipsing binary or brown dwarf: The
low RV variability, single-peaked broadening function
(Section 3.3), and flat-bottomed transits (Figure 12) rule
out most stellar companions. To test whether the transit
signal could arise from the grazing eclipse of a low-mass
stellar, or brown dwarf companion, we simulate
1,000,000 binary systems to compare with our time-
series RV measurements. Binary systems are made from
a random (uniform) draw of mass ratio (0–1), eccentricity
(0 –0.99), and argument of periastron (0 to 2π). Periods
are set to 10.1827 days, and the inclinations are limited
to i> 70° to ensure an eclipse is feasible. The RVs
associated with these orbits are generated at the phases
of our observations and compared against our RV

measurements. A jitter term of 100 m s−1 is added in
quadrature to the simulated RVs to account for stellar
activity, and both data sets are offset to have a mean RV
of zero. All generated binaries with companion masses
above 8 MJ were rejected at >5σ, and greater than 95%
were rejected down to 2 MJ. This exercise rules out
virtually all stellar and brown dwarf companions, but
allows for the grazing eclipse of a Jupiter-sized planet.
This scenario, however, is heavily disfavored by the
transit fit, which measures short ingress and egress times
compared to the transit duration.

4. Light from a physically associated eclipsing binary or
planet-hosting companion is blended with HD 110082: In
this scenario, the eclipsing/transiting pair would have to
reside within ∼10 au of HD 110082 based on the LCO
time-series imaging (clearing companions to beyond 2 5;
Section 2.1.3), the Gaia DR2 source catalog (clearing
companions beyond ∼0 2; Section 2.5), and the Zorro
speckle imaging (clearing companions beyond ∼0 1;
Section 2.2). Because grazing eclipse/transit are con-
fidently ruled out by our fit, we can place three
constraints on potential companions.

First, we use the ratio of the ingress time, t12, to the
time between the first and third contact, t13, to constrain
the radius ratio of a potential companion pair, irrespective
of any diluting flux. The companion would require a
magnitude difference of:

d
D m

t

t
2.5 log , 110

12
2

13
2

( )
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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compared to HD 110082 in order to recreate the observed
transit depth, δ (see Vanderburg et al. 2019). From
a separate MCMC transit fit of the TESS and Spitzer
light curves removing priors on stellar parameters, we

Figure 11. Spitzer light curve of two HD 110082 b transit events. Light curves have been binned to a 2 minute cadence. Transits are shown sequentially from top to
bottom with the best-fit transit model in black. The label in the bottom left corner is consistent with the numbering scheme in Figure 10. The left panels present light
curves where stellar variability has been removed by our Gaussian-process model. In the right panels, stellar variability is left in, highlighting our model with the
orange line.
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determine ΔmTESS< 2.0 and Δm4.5 μm< 1.5 (to 95%
confidence). For the TESS light curve, this corresponds to
a maximum (undiluted) transit depth of ∼0.004, which
would correspond to a planetary-sized object for any
feasible host star in this scenario. As such, we can ignore
any flux contribution from the third (transiting) body.

Second, we can use the independent transit depths
measured in the TESS (δT; λeff∼ 0.75 μm) and Spitzer
IRAC Channel 2 (δS; λeff∼ 4.5 μm) bandpasses to
constrain the TESS–Spitzer color of a potential compa-
nion, CTS2. With a reduced contrast ratio from optical to
IR wavelengths, a transit on a companion star should
appear deeper in the Spitzer light curve. Following Désert
et al. (2015), the observed transit depth in either band is,
δ= δtrueF2/(F1+ F2), where F1 and F2 are the primary
(HD 110082) and secondary flux, respectively. The ratio
of the two transit depths is then:

d
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where S and T subscripts correspond to Spitzer and
TESS fluxes (or magnitudes), respectively. We can then
use this expression to rewrite the combined (observed)
TESS–Spitzer color of the primary and (theoretical)
secondary, CTS1,2 in terms of the observed transit depths
and secondary color:
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While both transit depths are consistent, the Spitzer
values skew to larger depths. Taking the 95% percentile
of the δS/δT distribution, we can place the limit:
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corresponding to allowed TESS–Spitzer colors for the
companion between 0.69 and 1.17.

Finally, with precise astrometric measurements from
Gaia, we demand that the combined light of HD 110082
and any companion match the observed apparent
magnitudes at the measured distance. Conservatively,
we require agreement within 0.1 mag in the TESS and
Spitzer bandpasses, which is much larger than the
measurement uncertainty (or derived uncertainty in the
case of the TESS magnitude; Stassun et al. 2019), or the
propagated uncertainty from the distance measurement.

With the three constraints above, we simulate binary
pairs from MIST (MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks;
Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016) isochrones (provided in the
TESS and IRAC Channel 2 bandpasses) at an age of
200Myr. Primary masses are sampled from 0.4 to 2.0 Me
in steps of 0.01 Me, each with an array of companions
from 0.1 Me to the primary mass (also sampled in
0.01 Me steps). No binary pairs jointly meet the
constraints above. Specifically, meeting the observed
apparent magnitudes requires primary masses between
1.20 and 1.11 Me and companion masses �0.73 Me. For
the same primary mass range, Equation (1) requires
companion masses �0.75 Me, and Equation (4) requires
companion masses: 0.86Me�Mc� 1.20Me. With no
companion pairs meeting the observed requirements, we
can confidently rule out this scenario as a false positive.

5. Light from a background eclipsing binary or planet-
hosting system is blended with HD 110082:

The proper motion of HD 110082 is too small to rely
on archival plate images to determine the presence of any
currently aligned stars. With one epoch of speckle
imaging, however, we can rule out companions within
a 0 1 radius. Without the means to conclusively rule out
an aligned source, we calculate the probability of this
scenario by measuring the projected density of sources
that meet the constraint from Equation (1) (which holds
whether the source of the false positive is physically
associated or a chance alignment). First, we query the
Gaia DR2 source catalog for stars within one square
degree of HD 110082, and cross-match them with the

Figure 12. Detrended, phase-folded, TESS (top) and Spitzer (bottom) light
curves. The Spitzer light curve in gray has been binned to a 2 minute cadence.
Colored points in each panel present a 5 minute binned light curve of the
phase-folded data. Orange curves represent transit models constructed from 50
random draws of parameters in the MCMC posteriors.
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TESS Input Catalog (TIC) to compile TESS bandpass
magnitudes, T, for each source. Of the 17,858 stars found
within the DR2 search radius, all but nine were
successfully cross-matched with the TIC. Unmatched
sources are faint (>6 mag fainter than HD 110082 in G)
and would not meet the ΔmTESS requirement. Only 36
stars within one square degree meet the criterion from
Equation (1): 8.6< T< 10.6. Given this source density,
we can expect; 9× 10−8 stars within a 0 1 radius of
HD 110082. To compute the false-positive probability
(FPP), we assume that 1 in 100 sources will transit/
eclipse, which, when multiplied by the source density,
corresponds to an FPP; 9× 10−10. With this vanish-
ingly small probability, which would be made even

smaller with the inclusion of color constraints, we can
confidently exclude this false-positive scenario.

5.2. Injection/Recovery Analysis for Additional Planets

We search for additional planets using a notch filter, as
described in Rizzuto et al. (2017). We recover the planet
identified above and find no additional planet signals. We set
limits on the existence of additional planets using an injection/
recovery test, again following Rizzuto et al. (2017). In
summary, we generate planets using the BATMAN package
following a uniform distribution in period, b, and orbital phase.
Half of the planet radii are drawn from a uniform distribution

Figure 13. Corner plot of orbital parameters fit to HD 110082 b transits. The absolute value of the impact parameter, b, is presented due to the degeneracy between the
hemisphere the planet transits.
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spanning 0.5–10 R⊕, and the other half from a β distribution
with coefficients α= 2 and β= 6 on the same range. We use
this mixed distribution to ensure higher sampling around
smaller and more common planets, where the transition
between non-detection and detection is expected to occur.
We then detrend the light curve using the notch filter and
search for planets in the detrended curve using a box-least-
squares (BLS) algorithm (Kovács et al. 2002), requiring at least
two transits for recovery. We apply 5000 such random trials,
the results of which are summarized in Figure 15. We find that
our search would be sensitive to RP; 2R⊕ planets at periods of
<10 days and RP; 3R⊕ out to 20 days.

6. Discussion and Summary

We report on the detection, characterization, and validation
of a sub-Neptune-sized planet transiting a young field star in a
10.1827 day orbit. In addition to the initial discovery with the
TESS satellite, follow-up observations including space-based
transit monitoring, high-contrast imaging, and high-resolution
spectroscopy, are able to rule out sources of false positives and
validate the planetary origin of the transit signal.

The 1.21 Me planet host, HD 110082, is also host to a wide
binary companion separated by ∼1′ (∼6200 au in projection).
With precise astrometry from Gaia DR2, we are able to not
only conclude that the companion is gravitationally bound, but
also place constraints on the orbital parameters. While loose,
our constraint on the orbital inclination favors those that are
edge on, agreeing with limits on the HD 110082 rotational

inclination and allowing for the mutual alignment of the system
as a whole.
HD 110082 has kinematics consistent with membership to

the ∼40Myr, Octans moving group; however, its age-
dependent characteristics (rotation period, Li abundance) are
in tension with an age this young. This tension is made worse
when considering the host’s wide binary companion, whose
lower mass (0.26 Me) places it in a regime where the spread in

Figure 14. Corner plot for derived orbital parameters, eccentricity (e) and the longitude of periastron (ω).

Figure 15. Injection recovery test results for the TESS light curve of HD
110082 using the notch filter pipeline and injection recovery formalism of
Rizzuto et al. (2017). Blue/red points are recovered/missed injected planet
signals, and the shading indicates recovery completeness. The green star
indicates the period and radius of HD 110082 b.
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evolutionary sequences is more pronounced. Without member-
ship to a known moving group or association, we search for
phase-space neighbors to HD 110082 to compile a population
of coeval siblings. We use these candidate siblings in
comparison with well-characterized young clusters and gyro-
chronology and Li I EW-based age relationships to place an age
constraint on the system. In doing so, we have discovered a
new young stellar association we designate MELANGE-1 with
an age of -

+250 70
50 Myr. This approach, relying primarily on

archival data, offers an accessible and reliable means to age-
date young field stars that are not members known associations.

HD 110082 b solidly resides at an age where planet
evolution is expected to be ongoing. Photoevaporation models
predict that atmospheric losses driven by X-ray and UV
photons primarily take place over the first few 100Myr, but can
extend throughout a gigayear depending on the planetary
properties (planetary mass, core/envelope mass fraction, stellar
radiation field, etc.; Owen & Jackson 2012; Lopez &
Fortney 2013). The effect on planetary radii is expected to be
the largest for sub-Neptune-sized planets, which HD 110082 b
is, and has been suggested as an explanation for the reduced
occurrence rate of 1.5–2.0 R⊕ planets (Owen & Wu 2017;
Fulton & Petigura 2018). Alternatively (or jointly), core-
powered mass loss of gaseous envelopes may also play an
important role in the radius evolution of sub-Neptune-sized
planets over a similar timescale (Ginzburg et al. 2018).

Empirically, young planets are found to be statistically larger
than their field-age counterparts (Berger et al. 2018; Mann et al.
2018; Rizzuto et al. 2018). This trend appears to continue in the
case of HD 110082 b. Figure 16 presents the radius distribution
for short-period planets (P< 30 days) as a function of the host
mass and insolation flux. Systems with well-constrained ages
700Myr are plotted as points, color-coded by their age. Small
planets from the THYME survey are labeled. Field-age systems
are shown as small gray circles (compiled from the exoplanet
archive27). In relation to systems with similar host masses
or insolation fluxes, HD 110082 b’s radius is in the 88th

percentile of systems with masses and insolation fluxes within
20% of the HD 110082ʼs values (including orbital periods less
than 30 days and planet radii less than 7 R⊕).
In Figure 17 we compare HD 110082 b to the larger

exoplanet population in the period–radius plane. Contours
represent a Gaussian kernel density estimate of the field-age
planet population. HD 110082 b resides above the observed
sub-Neptune density peak. If still in the process of radius
evolution, it could eventually fall comfortably among the most
commonly observed exoplanets.
Lastly, given our stellar density prior, the HD 110082 b

transit duration suggests low orbital eccentricities, -
+0.2 0.1

0.2, with
a 95% confidence upper limit of 0.7. Given the long tidal
circularization timescale for this system (10 Gyr following
Goldreich & Soter 1966), any eccentricity gained in reaching
its current orbit should remain. As such, from transit timing
alone, we do not find strong evidence to suggest that HD
110082 b reached its current orbit through a dynamically
violent process that would result in large eccentricities (i.e.,
planet–planet scattering; Chatterjee et al. 2008; Kennedy &
Kenyon 2008).

6.1. Prospects for Follow-up

HD 110082 is both nearby (∼105 pc) and bright (V= 9.2;
K= 8.0), making it a potentially attractive target for detailed
follow-up observations. The primary challenge for ground-
based follow-up is its very high southern decl. (∼−88°), and
correspondingly low elevation (∼30°; minimum airmass ∼1.8)
at even the most southern observatories (excluding Antarctica).
A mass estimate would allow for a direct comparison with

the planet evolution scenarios described above. Based on its
radius, HD 110082 b has a predicted mass of -

+
ÅM11 5

9 (Chen &
Kipping 2017). These masses correspond to RV semimajor
amplitudes between 1.5 and 5 m s−1. While within reach of
current instruments, they are well below the expected RV jitter
for this host star. Based on its amplitude of photometric
variability in the TESS bandpass, σphot, and the measured
v isin , we predict an optical RV jitter (RV dispersion) of

Figure 16. Distribution of young planets compared to field-age systems. Planet radii as a function of host mass and insolation flux are presented in the left and right
panels, respectively. Young planets are shown as large circles, color-coded by their age. Field-age planets are shown as small gray circles. In addition to HD 110082 b,
small planets from the THYME survey are highlighted (DS Tuc A b; Tuc-Hor, ∼40 Myr; Newton et al. 2019, HD63433 b, c; Ursa Major, ∼400 Myr; Mann
et al. 2020, TOI 451 b, c, d; Pisc-Eri Stream, ∼120 Myr; Newton et al. 2021).

27 exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
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RVjitter∼ σphotv sin i∼ 100 m s−1, which generally agrees with
the RV dispersion we measure in our CHIRON spectra
(∼140 m s−1). However, the stellar and planetary signals are
on different timescales (2 days versus 10 days) and may be
possible to disentangle with a dedicated photometric and
spectroscopic campaign.

More readily obtainable for this system is a measure of the
planet’s obliquity through the Rossiter–McLaughlin (RM)
effect. For HD 110082 b’s parameters, we predict an RM,
RV amplitude of ∼16 m s−1, following Gaudi & Winn (2007).

In summary, HD 110082 b contributes to the growing
population of young planetary systems capable of testing planet
formation and evolution theory, and provides a demonstration
of how phase-space neighbors can provide age constraints for
young systems.
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Appendix
The HD 110082 Neighborhood

Most stars form in clusters (Lada & Lada 2003), and while
the majority of these groups may not remain bound past the
dispersal of their natal molecular cloud (Tutukov 1978;
Hills 1980), the stellar members will retain the common
motions that they inherit from that cloud and will only
gradually disperse into the Milky Way field population. If a
group of siblings can be identified, the ensemble offers a more
robust measure of their properties (such as age and metallicity)
than any individual member. These populations can comprise

Figure 17. Distribution of planet radii as a function of orbital period. The
population of planets without known ages, which is dominated by field-age
systems, is represented as contours of a Gaussian kernel density estimate. HD
110082 b is represented by the gold star.

28 http://www.tacc.utexas.edu
29 https://colorbrewer2.org/
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recognizable over-densities in spatial density for tens of
megayears, especially when clearly young stars (such as disk
hosts) act as signposts for their existence (e.g., Kastner et al.
1997; Barrado y Navascués et al. 1999). Even after the density
drops below that of the field, these groups can still remain
distinct in chemo-kinematic phase space for much longer (e.g.,
Meingast et al. 2019; Tang et al. 2019), potentially for billions
of years (Brown et al. 2010). The precise astrometry and
photometry of Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) now
enable a deeper search for stellar populations across numerous
axes of parameter space, but nonetheless, the solar neighbor-
hood is a complex melange of star-forming events integrated
over 10 Gyr of star formation. It remains a daunting task to
disentangle the entire star formation history of the Milky
Way disk.

It is more tractable to consider whether any one star (such as
the host of a potentially young planet) remains detectably
associated with its siblings. Even a simple hard-edged selection
box in phase space can be successful in whittling the field
population such that a visually obvious over-density emerges,
or in selecting a feasible number of candidates for further
down-selection based on follow-up observations. This strategy
has already been adopted by the ACRONYM survey (Kraus
et al. 2014; Shkolnik et al. 2017), which achieved very high
yields in member searches for nearby young moving groups.
Once a population has been identified, the candidates can be
inspected for additional signatures of youth, and eventually the
phase-space distribution can be characterized more rigorously

by either fitting it directly within phase space (as is common for
open clusters; Sanders 1971; Francic 1989) or by using
confirmed members to estimate posterior distributions (Malo
et al. 2013; Gagné et al. 2018). We therefore have developed a
formalism to conduct this preliminary reconnaissance, search-
ing for co-moving neighbors to a specified target star using data
from Gaia DR2 and other all-sky surveys. We have used this
tool to search for co-moving neighbors to HD 110082, in the
hopes of finding a population of siblings.
Our initial candidate list was drawn from Gaia DR2 (Gaia

Collaboration et al. 2018), using the Gaia positions and
parallaxes to identify all sources within a 3D volume of radius
R centered on the target star’s own position and distance. We
then used the Gaia proper motion of the target star, combined
with an externally measured RV vr,targ, to compute the target
star’s UVW space velocity (e.g., Johnson & Soderblom 1987).
Once computed, we reproject the target star’s UVW space
velocity at the position and distance of each candidate,
estimating the proper motion μcand (and hence tangential
velocity vt,cand) and RV vr,cand that the candidate would have if
it were exactly co-moving at the same UVW. Finally, we select
or reject each candidate based on a comparison of its observed
tangential velocity vt to the value vt,cand that it would have if co-
moving, retaining those candidates that agree to within a
threshold velocity difference.30 For our reconnaissance around

Figure 18. Candidate siblings in the neighborhood of HD 110082, as identified with FriendFinder. Sky map of HD 110082 (red “×”) and the 96 candidate
siblings that are located within a spherical volume of R < 25 pc. The symbol sizes are scaled linearly with 3D distance, and the symbol colors denote the magnitude of
the tangential velocity offset from co-movement (see color scale in Figure 19), with circles used for objects with RUWE < 1.2 (likely single stars) and squares used for
objects with RUWE � 1.2 (likely binary systems). There is no clear evidence of a spatial over-density, though several close neighbors also appear to be closely co-
moving in vtan.

30 All velocity conversions were computed using the Python package galpy
(Bovy 2015).
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HD 110082, we adopted a search radius of R= 25 pc and
required a tangential velocity difference of Voff= |vt−
vt,cand|� 5 km s−1, yielding 134 Gaia sources that are candidate
co-moving siblings. From this sample, we make an initial cut to
exclude sources with unreliable Gaia photometry (as judged
from the phot_bp_rp_excess_factor value in the Gaia DR2
catalog; Evans et al. 2018; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018),
leaving us with 96 candidate co-moving siblings.

If the siblings of HD 110082 remain sufficiently concen-
trated, their presence should be apparent as a recognizable
spatial over-density on the sky, as can be seen for the kinematic
candidate members of nearby young moving groups like
Tucana-Horologium (Kraus et al. 2014). In Figure 18 we plot
the locations of the 96 candidate companions on the sky
relative to HD 110082 (red “×” symbol). For each candidate,
the symbol size is scaled linearly with the 3D distance from HD
110082, while the point color is set by the absolute difference
in tangential velocity |vt− vt,cand|. Sources with RUWE> 1.2
(denoting likely binarity; Section 2.5) are shown with squares,
while all others are shown with circles.

If HD 110082 and its siblings are young enough for some
stars to have not yet reached the zero-age main sequence, then
they might also be apparent as a recognizable pre-main
sequence in the CMD. In Figure 19 (left), we plot the Gaia
CMD (MG versus Bp− Rp) for the 96 candidate companions
with the same symbol scheme as the sky map. To define the
locus expected for typical Milky Way field stars, we also plot
the typical main sequence for the solar neighborhood as defined
by Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) and updated by E. Mamajek on
2019 March 22.31 To aid in subsequent interpretation, we have
also used the same color–magnitude sequence to infer an
approximate spectral type for each source.

Chromospheric activity is also a common feature for young
stars, driven by rapid rotation and the resulting production of
strong magnetic fields (Skumanich 1972). X-ray emission (as
detected by ROSAT; Boller et al. 2016) is frequently
interpreted as an indicator of youth, though an incomplete

one since it is only universally detectable for the closest stars
(Shkolnik et al. 2009). UV excess emission (as detected by
GALEX; Bianchi et al. 2017) can also indicate youth
(Findeisen & Hillenbrand 2010; Rodriguez et al. 2011;
Shkolnik et al. 2011), and while more subtle than X-ray
emission, it is also detectable for most young stars to a much
larger distance (e.g., Newton et al. 2021). In Figure 20 (left),
we plot the UV/NIR flux ratio, FNUV/FJ, as a function of
Bp− Rp color (or inferred spectral type) for the 32 candidate
companions that have GALEX counterparts. We also show the
Hyades sequence as established by Newton et al. (2021), which
defines the threshold distinguishing young stars from older
stars that have spun down. We again define the symbols as in
the sky map. We have also queried the second ROSAT All-Sky
Survey, finding that 12 candidate companions have an X-ray
counterpart within �1′.
Extremely young stars typically retain a gas-rich proto-

planetary disk for ∼1–10Myr (Williams & Cieza 2011), with
extremely long-lived disks seeming to survive for up to several
tens of megayears (e.g., Murphy et al. 2018). The stellar
luminosity that is absorbed and reprocessed by dust in the inner
disk can produce an infrared excess in all-sky surveys such as
2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and WISE (Cutri et al. 2012)
that acts as another robust youth indicator. In Figure 20 (right),
we plot the WISE mid-IR color (W1−W3) as a function of
Bp− Rp color (or inferred spectral type) for the 67 sources that
have a robust WISE W3 counterpart, again defining the
symbols as in the sky map. We also plot the photospheric
color-SpT sequence defined for disk-free members of the Tuc-
Hor moving group by Kraus et al. (2014).
In Table 7, we list all of these measured quantities for the

134 candidate companions that we identified to fall within
R< 25 pc of HD 110082 and to co-move in tangential velocity
to - v v 5ttan ,cand∣ ∣ km s−1. To aid in such reconnaissance
studies in the future, we also have created the flexible Python
package Friendfinder that can repeat all of these analyses
for any other target that is in Gaia DR2 (See Footnote 25).
Inspection of Figure 18 reveals that there is no compelling

evidence of a well-populated spatial over-density in the
neighborhood of HD 110082, nor that a substantial number

Figure 19. Candidate siblings in the neighborhood of HD 110082, as identified with FriendFinder. Left: Gaia CMD for HD 110082 and the candidate siblings.
Symbols are as defined in Figure 18. There is also no clear evidence for a pre-main-sequence population, but we note the existence of a likely wide binary companion
and a potential sibling white dwarf. Right: the same CMD, cleaned with RV information. Neighbors co-moving in three dimensions are displayed as diamonds (color
and size reflecting the same conventions above). Neighbors with inconsistent RVs are shown as small gray circles. RV-co-moving neighbors with RUWE > 1.2 are
encircled.

31 http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_
colors_Teff.txt
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of pre-main-sequence stars are present in the Gaia CMD
(Figure 19). Similarly, while there are a few stars with UV flux
excesses that fall above the Hyades sequence in the plot of
Bp− Rp versus FNUV/FJ (Figure 20; left), they do not fall
closer than the other candidates in 3D distance (symbol size) or
tangential velocity (symbol color), and none of the neighbors
detected in WISE W3 demonstrate a clear excess (Figure 20;
right). We therefore conclude that there is no compelling
evidence of a co-moving population, at odds with the
classification of HD 110082 as a young (τ∼ 40 Myr) member
of the Octans moving group. However, this candidate list is
quite tractable as a starting point for follow-up efforts to
measure RVs and youth indicators, further winnowing the
candidate list to see if a phase-space over-density can be
revealed (see subsections below).

Finally, we note that while there does not appear to be a
large population of siblings in the vicinity of HD 110082, there
are two intriguing candidates worthy of closer inspection. As
we discuss in Section 2.5.1, the candidate sibling TIC
383400718 (Gaia DR2 5765748511163760640) is located
only 59″ northeast of HD 110082 and appears both co-moving
and co-distant at high confidence, suggesting that it is likely a
bound wide binary companion. We also identify the candidate
sibling TIC 954359238 (Gaia DR2 5766091009035511680),
which is located 1 degree northwest of HD 110082, differs in
tangential velocity by only 1.1 km s−1, and appears to sit on the
white dwarf sequence in the Gaia CMD. TIC 954359238 was
also identified as a candidate white dwarf by Gentile Fusillo
et al. (2019), who estimated a photometric surface temperature
of Teff∼ 12, 000 K. Follow-up spectroscopy would confirm its
nature as a white dwarf, determine whether it is a hydrogen-
dominated DA or helium-dominated DB, measure an RV to
further test its association with HD 110082, and measure its
surface gravity and hence mass. With these measurements in
hand, the cooling time for the white dwarf and the main-sequence

lifetime of its progenitor could be estimated, with their sum
offering an independent estimate of the age of HD 110082 and its
transiting planet.

A.1. Radial Velocities

To strengthen the candidate-sibling status of neighborhood
stars, while also thinning the neighbor sample, we obtain and
compile RV measurements to test whether neighbors are indeed
co-moving in three dimensions. Follow-up observations with
the LCO NRES echelle spectrograph are made for one bright
neighbor. The spectrograph characteristics and RV measure-
ment methodology are outlined in Sections 2.3.3 and 3.3,
respectively. We also query RV measurements derived from
high-resolution spectra (R> 10,000) in the Vizier archive,
adopting values from Gaia DR2 (Cropper et al. 2018; Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018) and the SACY survey (Torres et al.
2006; Elliott et al. 2014). In total, we are able to measure, or
compile RVs, for 20 stars in the neighbor sample.
To assess whether neighbors are co-moving radially as well

as tangentially, we compare the measured RV to the predicted
RV, vr,cand, computed by FriendFinder. We set the
threshold for radial co-motion as 3σ agreement, assuming a
2 km s−1 error on the predicted RV, motivated by the velocity
dispersion of known moving groups (e.g., Gagné et al. 2018).
Nine sources meet this criterion. Unfortunately, none of the
nine sources with co-moving RVs come from our LCO/NRES
follow-up that would allow for Li I EW measurements.
The right panel of Figure 19 presents the CMD cleaned with

RV information where available. The region of the CMD where
RV information is present is not particularly sensitive to ages
beyond ∼100Myr, so the winnowing of candidate siblings in
this setting does not further constrain the age of HD 110082. In
the color-rotation-period diagram (Figure 8), however, five of
the RV members for which a stellar rotation period is measured

Figure 20. Candidate siblings in the neighborhood of HD 110082, as identified with FriendFinder. The symbol sizes are scaled linearly with 3D distance, and the
symbol colors denote the magnitude of the tangential velocity offset from co-movement, with circles used for objects with RUWE < 1.2 (likely single stars) and
squares used for objects with RUWE � 1.2 (likely binary systems). Left: GALEX/2MASS UV/NIR flux ratio as a function of Bp − Rp color (or equivalently spectral
type) for the 32 sources detected by GALEX. Symbols are as defined in the sky map, and we also show the corresponding sequence for the Hyades (as measured by
Newton et al. 2021) to outline the threshold for stars to appear younger than the Milky Way field. There is no evidence of a young, active population among the
candidate siblings. Right: WISEW1 − W3 color as a function of Bp − Rp color (or equivalently spectral type) for the 67 sources detected in WISEW3. Symbols are as
defined in the sky map, and we also show the photospheric color-SpT sequence measured for disk-free young stars in the Tuc-Hor moving group (as measured by
Kraus et al. 2014). No candidate siblings show a mid-IR excess denoting the existence of a protoplanetary disk that would indicate youth. In summary, we conclude
that while there are intriguing candidate siblings that should be followed up in more detail, identifying a cohort of siblings to HD 110082 will require follow-up
observations to further whittle the candidate list along additional axes of parameter space. (Neither panel includes RV information.)
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Table 7
The HD 110082 Neighborhood—MELANGE-1 Candidates

Gaia DR2 R.A. Decl. G Bp–Rp RUWE Voff d3D vr,cand RV RVref Li EW Li EWref Prot FNUV/FJ W1 − W3 Note
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (km s−1) (pc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Å) (days) (10−3) (mag)

5765748511163751936 192.5893 −88.1211 9.12 0.68 1.079 0.0 0.0 3.6 3.63 ± 0.06 1 0.09 1 2.3 0.02 ± 0.02 HD 110082
5765748511163760640 192.9372 −88.1092 16.4 2.83 1.082 0.06 0.6 3.6 0.8 Wide Companion

4619368443610283136 48.1903 −81.2354 15.62 3.25a 3.535 0.14 22.1 5.8 0.39 ± 0.05

4619046943834660864 55.6668 −82.0326 14.74 2.27 1.246 0.29 17.4 5.7 0.26 ± 0.07

5775823812950658432 247.2398 −78.9273 20.43 2.38a 1.026 0.5 19.4 1.4
5196316421300498944 122.9698 −81.7354 11.08 1.11 0.953 0.7 23.9 4.7 5.06 ± 0.52 2 0.105 1 5.9 1.8 0.09 ± 0.03 RV-co-moving

5775319725524297728 254.7343 −80.7611 14.33 2.29 1.14 0.78 16.5 1.9 3.8 0.19 0.24 ± 0.08 Theia 786

5769040792575680384 240.0126 −82.3 15.92 2.83 1.037 0.9 15.7 2.2 1.0b

5767641114272601216 262.0139 −84.2618 16.4 2.84 0.981 0.93 11.9 2.7 Theia 786

5196824739270050560 135.523 −79.7764 10.65 0.95 0.942 1.04 18.9 4.4 3.64 ± 0.9 2 0.08 1 6.5 2.54 0.05 ± 0.03 RV-co-moving
6362272601894546816 304.024 −78.2656 15.56 3.06 1.226 1.04 23.0 2.7 0.23 ± 0.12

6348657177608778752 324.8093 −80.8252 15.13 2.57 0.986 1.07 20.2 3.7 0.28 ± 0.1

5215394391149157248 136.5243 −76.7858 18.95 3.52 1.015 1.1 24.6 4.5

5766091009035511680 181.3996 −87.2421 16.94 −0.0 1.014 1.12 5.7 3.6 White Dwarf
5199745003498944896 171.0696 −79.773 19.5 1.67a 3.777 1.12 24.6 3.0

5190133695618132992 128.4791 −85.8922 20.61 3.03a 1.098 1.15 7.8 4.2

6360516269508973696 271.6289 −81.4359 19.1 3.11a 3.551 1.26 19.2 2.3

6348657448190304512 324.694 −80.8145 12.11 1.37 1.051 1.32 20.1 3.7 −13.8 ± 0.3 1 7.7 0.16 0.03 ± 0.04
6345939597180530176 276.0333 −85.5465 17.6 1.482 1.43 21.3 3.1 0.11 0.5 ± 0.15

5791965987972663296 223.4406 −76.8435 20.95 2.17a 1.609 1.48 21.3 1.0

6346634076213813376 302.0372 −83.5788 17.61 3.56 0.962 1.49 24.9 3.2

6342372197344151296 309.1032 −87.2774 17.54 3.42 1.106 1.5 18.1 3.7 0.21 ± 0.08
5773796558322153088 267.9736 −82.8659 17.28 3.24 1.084 1.55 16.5 2.5 3.68 Theia 786

6342730019659961984 297.4382 −86.0634 17.02 1.535 1.68 21.5 3.4 0.13 0.23 ± 0.05

5195793466083385344 142.3744 −81.2224 7.91 0.46 0.952 1.74 20.0 4.1 0.052 1 0.31 ± 0.02
6342372197346011904 309.1002 −87.2782 15.1 2.53 1.128 1.77 14.3 3.7 0.21 ± 0.08

5786574219173122560 215.252 −77.9258 20.59 2.46a 1.956 1.79 24.8 1.4 EB

5769271037181871104 197.2876 −86.0412 19.56 2.17a 1.399 1.82 10.8 3.2

6359400024688240512 275.605 −82.9713 14.72 2.16 1.219 1.82 15.8 2.6 0.07 ± 0.15 Theia 786
5195699732716798592 142.7282 −81.2167 15.63 2.65 1.015 1.98 19.1 4.1 0.26 ± 0.12

6347492932234149120 298.4877 −82.6783 10.54 1.08 1.237 1.98 23.0 3.1 −2.0 ± 1.2 3 0.275 3 1.4 1.9 0.07 ± 0.03 Octans M

5765776686149621632 200.2258 −87.8915 16.29 2.92 1.024 2.12 3.0 3.6

5792020168984546816 222.977 −76.5819 18.91 2.84a 4.832 2.17 24.5 0.9
4612569033640835584 63.8214 −87.2734 13.06 1.93 1.162 2.25 17.6 4.5 4.32 ± 1.45 2 0.08 0.13 ± 0.04 Field

5775905662142663040 269.3568 −80.631 14.58 2.29 1.391 2.3 23.8 2.1 0.28 ± 0.09 Theia 786

6348023721472455552 319.9424 −82.624 15.36 2.98 1.18 2.32 18.9 3.6 0.4 ± 0.1
6347977816861902976 320.451 −83.1081 15.17 2.69 1.1 2.34 20.3 3.7 0.37 ± 0.11

4614742321451898624 80.8928 −83.9181 15.16 2.38 1.097 2.36 17.8 5.2 0.33 ± 0.11

5768556526423021696 246.3388 −83.8435 19.0 2.34a 3.863 2.37 18.8 2.5

6347713968430779648 297.7706 −82.1703 16.48 3.34 1.116 2.38 23.6 3.0 0.2 Theia 786
4611730823526295424 86.4126 −89.3799 17.25 3.08 1.069 2.45 19.1 4.0

5766013802703686912 215.1249 −86.4623 16.25 3.08 1.162 2.52 22.2 3.2 1.0

4616265759236854016 0.0148 −86.5417 20.77 1.72a 1.187 2.55 13.0 4.3

6342730019661547520 297.4324 −86.0634 14.34 2.54 1.115 2.6 22.3 3.4 3.3 0.13 0.23 ± 0.05
6344641859927264640 334.3651 −84.1984 18.06 4.2 1.023 2.61 21.4 4.0

6351629290680888320 336.4267 −81.0421 11.95 1.54 0.933 2.62 23.5 4.1 15.99 ± 0.62 2 0.08 0.03 ± 0.03

5773616646434379264 268.8401 −84.016 18.26 3.69 1.005 2.63 10.8 2.7
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Table 7
(Continued)

Gaia DR2 R.A. Decl. G Bp–Rp RUWE Voff d3D vr,cand RV RVref Li EW Li EWref Prot FNUV/FJ W1 − W3 Note
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (km s−1) (pc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Å) (days) (10−3) (mag)

4629766151413181312 9.3493 −83.1858 14.12 2.73 1.42 2.69 23.7 4.9 0.3 ± 0.03
5210764416404258304 93.2598 −80.3093 14.25 3.658 2.72 22.6 5.7 2.8 11.41 0.13 ± 0.02

5778812770888584320 241.5359 −78.522 15.09 2.43 1.102 2.8 24.8 1.3 2.6 0.47 0.12 ± 0.14

6343364712746486144 359.5301 −86.4411 14.95 2.74 1.111 2.82 13.1 4.3

5207675785164300544 94.344 −81.1086 15.29 2.23 1.157 2.86 21.9 5.5 0.22 ± 0.12
6343364815827362688 359.5753 −86.44 9.77 0.98 2.855 2.91 12.4 4.3 −0.86 ± 1.41 4 0.266 3 1.3 −0.03 ± 0.02 Octans M

5203947169434827520 158.2246 −77.7689 14.9 2.81 2.78 2.92 22.5 3.4

6350751231863421440 354.8266 −81.6904 14.32 2.73 1.254 2.96 19.2 4.7 2.5b 0.43 ± 0.05

4630355111688690432 17.6717 −81.9341 15.22 2.81 1.086 3.03 18.8 5.2 0.5 0.1 0.14 ± 0.1
5783085576148686848 193.3898 −82.0885 18.7 1.296 3.06 19.5 2.6

6346649808677390464 300.5504 −83.4467 12.54 1.83 5.01 3.08 19.3 3.2 5.46 ± 4.52 2 <0.02 1 0.35 0.2 ± 0.03 RV-co-moving

6342844678107493760 313.0195 −86.2167 20.98 2.34a 1.064 3.08 19.4 3.7

5191887519744419584 140.0097 −84.1909 15.91 2.63 1.077 3.1 18.6 4.1 0.22 ± 0.13
5793192007862350720 220.737 −74.9447 16.3 2.17a 1.518 3.12 24.8 0.6 0.41 ± 0.12

6341894558326196480 346.4956 −86.6 12.14 1.52 1.017 3.12 15.9 4.1 −2.88 ± 8.96 2 0.317 1 0.5 0.44 0.12 ± 0.03 Octans LM

5204855366041981184 153.6731 −75.1995 15.95 2.86 1.094 3.14 24.4 3.5

5195525902504366720 143.7938 −81.8532 19.32 3.29a 3.482 3.17 18.7 4.1
4615952368358160512 62.3637 −82.8152 14.27 2.68 1.346 3.19 16.8 5.5 1.4 0.35 0.41 ± 0.03

5768542438930649088 234.9888 −82.8646 9.42 0.77 0.922 3.24 14.1 2.3 34.65 ± 0.37 2 7.88 0.04 ± 0.02

5765852788673456512 201.2744 −87.4697 10.14 0.82 1.135 3.34 8.4 3.5 15.89 ± 0.25 2 6.0b 6.03 0.03 ± 0.03
5195109943510163968 141.2312 −82.4654 18.7 3.48 1.008 3.37 22.5 4.1 3.18

5193876050946145664 95.4924 −84.7167 12.52 1.64 1.379 3.39 13.8 4.9 56.28 ± 0.89 2 0.09 0.07 ± 0.04

5779473405577109376 231.3246 −78.3973 20.93 1.29a 1.176 3.42 23.4 1.3

5192204419611874688 155.9162 −83.0807 16.52 2.75 1.052 3.44 20.6 3.7
4622808716710414848 70.0905 −79.6324 12.48 1.04 38.87 3.45 21.4 6.1 35.59 ± 0.85 2 1.67 0.03 ± 0.05

5767795660079736320 249.5102 −84.119 18.02 3.35 0.967 3.57 17.7 2.6

5199519397456669184 174.994 −80.1998 20.2 2.75a 1.093 3.59 18.9 2.9

4622284490182043904 67.3841 −80.5925 16.89 2.98 1.08 3.62 20.8 6.0
4619829452515725696 42.3592 −80.7851 15.59 2.74 1.176 3.71 20.2 5.9 0.16 ± 0.13

4618418229341698560 31.1852 −81.5554 15.21 2.91 1.17 3.76 18.7 5.6 1.0 0.26 ± 0.09

5195061702439081344 138.3218 −83.1556 12.34 1.54 1.078 3.8 11.0 4.2 10.94 ± 0.63 2 0.12 0.06 ± 0.04

6349111001031798144 310.6164 −81.5843 19.92 2.34a 2.019 3.86 18.6 3.3
4621913198849439360 65.814 −81.919 15.32 3.0 1.284 3.88 18.1 5.7 0.1 0.36 0.38 ± 0.07

5801769508521523200 259.5494 −76.5502 20.94 1.49a 1.239 3.92 24.2 1.0

5790809233025055232 199.0133 −75.6626 20.1 2.19a 2.973 3.92 23.6 1.3
4625871440709174144 62.2652 −78.8107 13.28 2.26 1.232 3.94 23.1 6.4 1.0 0.26 0.28 ± 0.03

5793192012161711872 220.7376 −74.9443 16.22 2.92a 1.176 3.98 24.6 0.6 0.41 ± 0.12

5777277504761508480 251.7352 −78.8342 19.81 1.47a 5.438 4.0 20.4 1.4

6345553084484695296 331.6902 −81.4623 16.06 2.66 1.141 4.08 19.3 4.0
5211271703583439616 106.8286 −79.1943 14.08 2.18 1.249 4.14 23.8 5.5 0.18 ± 0.04

6341876214522656256 340.9021 −86.8051 15.3 2.64 1.148 4.16 21.5 4.1 0.7 0.23 ± 0.11

5210764416405839488 93.2639 −80.3095 8.91 0.69 0.962 4.17 21.9 5.7 9.02 ± 0.23 2 0.1 1 2.8 11.41 0.13 ± 0.02 RV-co-moving

5199301694152945920 160.8714 −79.2844 12.07 1.55 1.163 4.21 17.1 3.4 32.87 ± 0.72 2 0.07 ± 0.03
5766530916766542720 225.0778 −85.6077 14.49 2.13 1.09 4.22 23.9 3.0 0.12 ± 0.1

5785369536682589568 211.7935 −79.1814 15.63 2.72 1.932 4.24 24.0 1.7

5768165581318202496 244.8881 −84.3932 20.89 0.74a 0.952 4.24 16.1 2.6

5769814986200113920 218.9572 −84.8273 15.23 2.62 1.207 4.26 24.8 2.8 0.29 ± 0.1
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Table 7
(Continued)

Gaia DR2 R.A. Decl. G Bp–Rp RUWE Voff d3D vr,cand RV RVref Li EW Li EWref Prot FNUV/FJ W1 − W3 Note
(deg) (deg) (mag) (mag) (km s−1) (pc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Å) (days) (10−3) (mag)

5771697934222755072 221.9322 −82.7799 15.02 2.44 1.135 4.27 11.2 2.3 0.37 ± 0.11
5197061202988014848 137.6753 −78.9839 20.34 2.91a 1.01 4.28 20.5 4.3

5769744583095243648 208.0466 −85.2092 20.89 2.01a 1.366 4.29 22.8 3.0

5773505698840226304 224.6774 −79.1919 10.04 0.84 1.052 4.33 18.7 1.5 −17.64 ± 0.29 2 10.2 3.59 0.03 ± 0.03

5196471516862763904 126.9468 −80.863 18.32 3.9 1.092 4.37 24.3 4.6
5780655032687849216 243.4951 −77.3723 19.68 2.24a 4.463 4.4 21.1 1.0

5209729913403958016 122.645 −78.2472 11.54 1.18 0.931 4.41 20.8 5.0 40.44 ± 0.81 2 0.53 0.05 ± 0.03

5191383771620758528 168.7516 −84.1247 14.93 2.7 1.214 4.41 10.0 3.5 0.26 ± 0.08
5775994305971486848 264.008 −80.1619 17.82 3.78 0.989 4.42 18.1 1.9

5789562897935814272 209.3748 −76.9014 18.44 3.62 0.95 4.44 20.7 1.3

4632003206602584960 33.8108 −80.4335 18.72 1.211 4.44 20.8 5.8

6345695608678745856 279.8669 −86.0898 16.28 1.324 4.49 19.4 3.2 0.42 ± 0.1
4631316600246944640 12.615 −80.2382 16.77 2.98 0.995 4.51 21.5 5.4

5775111230632453248 240.8584 −81.3272 11.05 1.22 0.982 4.52 22.7 1.9 4.18 ± 0.3 2 <0.02 1 9.2 0.48 0.03 ± 0.03 RV-co-moving

5770429166524323200 201.5056 −84.0702 10.04 0.87 3.652 4.54 8.7 2.8 −11.68 ± 3.19 2 4.31 0.02 ± 0.02

4622433400992028288 75.2789 −80.3976 19.82 1.7a 5.062 4.57 21.2 5.9
5192367525290626432 155.8163 −82.0513 13.89 1.96 1.112 4.57 23.0 3.7 0.17 ± 0.05

5195981237756865536 138.7662 −80.4657 15.44 2.85 2.004 4.57 16.0 4.3 0.33 ± 0.08

5212463093151300480 104.0249 −77.346 19.08 1.138 4.58 25.0 5.8

5773505668780214784 224.6797 −79.1959 13.72 2.04 1.132 4.59 18.6 1.5 9.6 0.24 ± 0.05
5769497635359778432 186.3938 −85.3155 19.86 3.11a 1.02 4.59 21.8 3.3

5766090493638407808 181.6605 −87.2711 20.92 1.8a 1.122 4.6 7.7 3.6

6355247066190182400 331.1366 −78.7267 16.89 2.98 1.007 4.6 23.3 3.9

5203947169437207296 158.2174 −77.7616 15.9 2.96 1.125 4.63 21.7 3.4 0.55 ± 0.1
5770286779768022656 189.782 −84.897 16.36 2.79 10.339 4.64 15.9 3.2

5196059749757867264 126.1991 −82.1369 17.88 3.54 0.965 4.66 18.8 4.6

5770348794799011712 187.5769 −84.6594 14.79 1.05 27.119 4.67 14.4 3.2 7.3b 1.3

5787746543379543936 195.4347 −79.0187 20.69 2.24a 1.011 4.67 21.9 2.1 −0.06 ± 0.05
4620292205175761024 47.6485 −80.1109 18.06 3.44 1.022 4.71 21.0 6.0

5765380861963776512 259.8728 −86.7922 17.19 3.0 1.029 4.72 17.2 3.2

4622302048008312448 66.2987 −80.3853 17.1 3.04 0.983 4.75 24.8 6.0
5202997874288632832 142.3315 −78.507 17.7 3.28 0.987 4.76 19.1 4.1

4616786824668104064 31.8181 −84.9722 17.5 3.19 1.004 4.77 13.2 4.9

6345695608680536320 279.8669 −86.0903 15.92 2.76 1.264 4.8 17.5 3.2 0.42 ± 0.1

5775084292597850368 245.6353 −81.1553 15.98 2.8 1.16 4.8 15.4 1.9 2.3
5837057058610125440 182.7018 −76.6413 18.86 3.67 0.98 4.84 21.2 2.2

5225083906094232832 174.4109 −75.2124 15.09 2.42 1.043 4.87 24.4 2.4 0.24 ± 0.1

5792080886934603904 225.4489 −76.2543 13.66 1.772 4.97 24.0 0.8 0.22 0.12 ± 0.03

6353594534572980480 347.8998 −78.9441 16.44 2.99 1.082 4.98 24.1 4.7

Notes. RV and Li I EW References: (1) This Work, (2) Gaia DR2, (3) Torres et al. (2006), (4) Elliott et al. (2014).
a Sibling candidate has a Bp − Rp flux excess error, and is excluded from our analysis.
b Sibling candidate’s rotation-period measurement is preliminary, and is excluded from our analysis.
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appear to follow a distribution similar to the Pleiades. The fact
that candidate siblings co-moving in three dimensions appear to
have similar age characteristics supports the efficacy of the
FriendFinder approach and the use of the sibling-
candidate sample in determining the age of the HD 110082
system.

A.2. Li I Equivalent Widths

We estimated Li EWs for each of the seven stars
kinematically associated with HD 110082 using our Goodman
spectra (Section 2.3.2). We simultaneously fit the width, depth,
center, and the continuum line using a region around 6707.8Å
and assuming a Gaussian profile. The fit parameters were
limited by physical and measurement constraints, e.g., the line
center was allowed to deviate by 0.1Å from 6707.8Å (the
error on our wavelength solution and rest-frame correction) and
the width restricted by the spectral resolution and expected
rotational broadening. The continuum was fit iteratively,
rejecting points >3σ below the continuum fit to handle nearby
absorption lines. We measured the final EW from the Gaussian
fit to the region. These measurements include the contribution
from the nearby iron line, Fe I 6707.4Å. We consider EW
measurements below 0.01Å to be upper limits.

We also tested removing the nearby absorption by dividing
out spectral templates; this yielded consistent EWs. We
considered this template-fitting method less reliable because
no template perfectly removed the absorption lines.

A.3. Rotation Periods

To test if the candidate-sibling sample is able to reveal a
coherent rotation-period sequence, we search for rotation
periods in TESS 2 minute postage stamps and in 30 minute
FFI data. We use PDCSAP light curves, accessed via
lightkurve (Lightkurve Collaboration et al. 2018), if
available. Otherwise, we use FFI data reduced using eleanor
(Feinstein et al. 2019). After an initial search for rotation
periods and visual inspection of the results, we only consider
stars with T< 15.5. We note only one signal around a fainter
target, TIC 1003702441 (Gaia DR2 5786574219173122560),
which appears to be an eclipsing binary. This star is given the
“EB” label in Table 7.

We then search for rotation periods using both the
autocorrelation function (ACF; McQuillan et al. 2013) and
Lomb–Scargle periodograms (Scargle 1982). We use the
implementations of these functions in starspot32 (Angus
et al. 2018) and consider periods between 0.05 and 25 days.
We make our initial rotation-period measurements by selecting
the highest peak of the LS periodogram, finding that the ACF
was more likely to be impacted by long-term systematics. We
then visually inspect the results. If the ACF or LS periodogram
indicates a signal at twice the initial period, we forced selection
of the longer period peak, assuming that the shorter period is a
harmonic of the true period (period aliasing is unlikely to be an
issue given the continuous sampling of TESS light curves). We
flag stars with multiple distinct frequencies in the periodogram,
for which the aperture can be assumed to contain multiple stars.

Our final sample is selected by eye, and we report periods as
determined from the LS periodogram. We distinguish between
clear detections and candidate detections; the latter are either

lower amplitude or potentially impacted by systematics.
Excluding stars with multiple distinct frequencies, we detect
periods in 21 stars and candidate periods in four stars, out of 78
searched. Our sensitivity diminishes beyond around 10 days,
and as light-curve systematics affect stars differently, we thus
do not interpret the lack of a detection.
Two candidate siblings co-moving in three dimensions

(Gaia DR2 6347492932234149120 and Gaia DR2
6343364815827362688) have rapidly evolving spot patterns
that prove difficult to interpret with the method described
above. For these 3D kinematic neighbors (of particular
interest), we measure their rotation periods with the scalable
Gaussian-process tool, celerite as described in Section 3.2.
While scalable, this approach is not tractable for the entire sample,
and we reserve it for stars of interest where the above method
fails.
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